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This year, France Energies Marines reached a
crossroads in its history, with changes, goals and
ambitions to match a changing world with evolving
technologies and a remarkable and committed team.
A pivotal year

A reasonable yet much awaited ambition
Henceforth, the sector’s reasonable ambition, or
indeed the reason behind its ambition, is to meet
the energy transition objectives. The share of OREs
in these objectives is becoming significant, sparking
high hopes as well as raising many questions
which France Energies Marines intends to answer.
The Institute is set within this technical, scientific,
industrial and social landscape.

2020 will have been a pivotal year in many respects
for ORE development prospects, in particular in
France and for France Energies Marines. Following
the release of France’s Multiannual Energy
Programme in 2019, public debates in 2020 led to Over the past nine years, France Energies Marines
the identification of future areas for tenders. The has demonstrated its capacity to build, fund and
areas of Northern Cotentin, Southern Brittany, the manage dedicated R&D programmes. This capacity
Mediterranean and finally
is rewarded by its status as a
Oléron were successively
The French Government is at last “national reference institute”
potential sites for offshore
that
France
Energies
giving operators, industrial forms
wind farm development
Marines has earned over
and those supporting them strong, the years. Today universities,
both with bottom fixed and
floating fundations.
associations,
government
planned development prospects.
department and industrial
Meanwhile, France Energies
Marines, recognised as an Institute for Energy firms all recognise the expertise of France Energies
Transition (ITE) dedicated to offshore renewable Marines.

‘‘

’’

energies, confirmed its initial ambition: to develop
R&D and innovation to the benefit of the sector. Thus,
breaking away from the past ten years of projects
scattered over time, the French Government is at
last offering operators, industrial firms and those
supporting them strong, planned development
prospects. This national trend echoes an acceleration
at European and international level through which
offshore renewable energies are being recognised
as a competitive means of mass production of
electricity: France Energies Marines is on the mark.
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After looking back over the past year, we must now,
all together, write and read the story to come. France
Energies Marines must demonstrate its ambition, its
vision and its adaptability; its number one asset is
the quality of its team.
Jean-Philippe Pagot,
President of France Energies Marines SAS
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How can convergence be built at the time of a change
in scale? The France Energies Marines team has
strived to translate the context described by our
President for the ORE sector into objectives and
results from the field.

The growth of France Energies Marines is picking up
speed

Immediately exploitable results
for a resolutely sustainable ORE sector
Whether you are a technology developer, future
farm operator, service provider for installation
or maintenance, ordering party, funder, insurer,
regulator, or sea user, you will find results in this
report that are relevant to you. Our projects result in
outputs, in the form of workshops, recommendation
reports,
methodological
guidelines,
design
standards, algorithms and software toolboxes.

The French Government has given France Energies
Marines a concrete agenda, announcing that it has
earmarked €15.8 M for the 2019-2024 period under
conditions that are well understood by the Institute 2020 was a challenging year for society at large,
for Energy Transition, whose model is consistent revealing many inequalities in the direct and indirect
with that of all the French
impacts of the pandemic.
technological institutes.
Our
team,
however,
2020
was
a
challenging
year
As these organisations
rose
to
this
challenge
by
for society at large, yet our team rose
realised at the time of their
continuing to conduct
launch, strong human to the challenge of continuing to conduct
projects already underway,
investment must be realised
projects already underway, while
while
amplifying
the
to meet an ambitious
Institute’s
actions.
Against
amplifying
the
Institute’s
actions.
development plan.
an international backdrop
In concrete terms, the joint-stock company’s team of restricted physical interactions, our contacts with
was formed as of 1st January 2020 by transferring partners at the most prestigious organisations in the
permanent staff from the precursory Association, sector multiplied thanks to reciprocal appreciation.
then new talents were recruited resulting in over This was also the case with industrial partners
50% growth in one year, across both organisations. eager to access the promising French market. In
This growth was possible thanks to the scope and
return, this market, through its resolute openness,
the number of R&D projects, with the Institute
allows the national ecosystem to assert its qualities
positioned at the centre of partnerships between
throughout the value chain and to benefit from all
public and private players in the ORE sector. We
these assets for the export market. Through the
would like to thank all our members and partners
who display increasing confidence in our approach to powerful intermediary of R&D, France Energies
Marines intends to contribute not only to an energy
synergistically leveraging capabilities.
transition, but a global transition.

‘‘

’’

Yann-Hervé De Roeck,
Executive Director of France Energies Marines
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Mission
To define, set up and apply the scientific and technical
environment required to overcome the obstacles
related to the development of ORE technologies while
ensuring optimal environmental integration.

Position
France Energies Marines sets itself apart with its
cross-cutting approach through which it is able to
provide the entire sector with tested tools to:
›B
 ring down levelised energy production costs
through global optimisation by taking into account
site conditions and adapting the technologies,
›C
 ut back farm project funding costs by developing
standards tailored to OREs,
›R
 educe farm construction times by providing
consultation methods and recommendations in
particular relating to environmental integration;

›B
 oost the sector’s visibility through a pooled approach.
The Institute provides services across the full range
of technologies: bottom-fixed and floating offshore
wind energy, tidal and wave turbines, ocean thermal
energy conversion, tidal energy, and osmotic energy.

Activities
The Institute's activities are largely concentrated
around collaborative R&D which encompasses
project set-up, coordination and scientific guidance.
To ensure the success of its development model and
to transfer knowledge, France Energies Marines
also provides R&D services based on a detailed
market analysis and tailored to the needs of sector
stakeholders.

Breakdown of
France Energies Marines’ activities
Collaborative R&D I I R&D services
70%

30%

Studies and audits
25%

European projects,
ADEME projects 15%
Projects funded
by the Investments
for the Future Programme 85%

Software
Engineering 25%
& Development

25% Instruments
& Performance

25%
Representation
& coordination
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3 QUESTIONS for...

Herveline Gaborieau

Development Manager
France Energies Marines

Since when and why does France Energies
Marines offer services?
France Energies Marines has been offering services
ever since it was first created, but it was really with
the recognition as an Institute for Energy Transition
in 2019 that service provision became a key focus for
us. There was strong demand from the French State
and this recognition was important in proposing a
high quality offering. We worked on this extensively
from 2018 onwards, before launching this activity in
2020. Today this component is on track to become a
full-fledged activity.

What types of services does the Institute offer?
We mainly focus on project management
support and conducting studies for which we are
sometimes required to work as part of a consortium
with consultancy firms. We also offer expertise
coordination, such as with the COME3T project,
as well as R&D coordination for the sector. Today,
we are developing the operational use of our

measurement equipment (environmental buoys,
electromagnetic field measurement stations,
biofouling characterisation, etc.) in order to make
them available to the sector. Our goal is to be able
to offer in situ observation capabilities with a view
to adapting protocols and gaining knowledge within
the areas assigned for future offshore renewable
energies. We also offer software engineering and
development services. We have numerical tools
and algorithms that we can adapt to respond to a
company’s specific issues.

What sets France Energies Marines apart
from other players in this market?
Our most valuable assets are our resources, our
team, and our project findings that are integrated in
databases and published in reports. Based on these
assets, we are able to offer bespoke expertise or
even B2B R&D. Our clearly established position is
to assist consultants, industrial firms, Government
departments and local authorities in order to identify
the solution that best fits their needs.

9

Themes
In order to take into account the principal ORE
development challenges and the objectives of national
players, France Energies Marines’ scientific and
technical roadmap defines 4 research programmes.

Designed to be cross-cutting and complementary, they
focus on site characterisation, design and monitoring,
environmental integration, and farm optimisation.
The collaborative R&D activities and services are all
set within this framework.

Systems design
and monitoring

Site characterisation

Design

Metocean

for the marine environment

Energy resources
Sea states
Extreme events

2

Marine geology
and geophysics

In-service monitoring

1

Geotechnics
Sediment dynamics

Fluid/structure coupling
Impacts of biofouling
Cable and mooring line behaviour

Fatigue and ageing
Monitoring strategies

4 cross-cutting, complementary
R&D programmes

Environmental integration
Ecosystem

Farm optimisation

3

Array architecture
Layout of turbines,
bottom-to-surface connections
Shared moorings
and connections

Grid integration
Connectors, hubs
and substations
Energy storage
and power smoothing
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and socio-ecosystem approaches
Types of pressure or effects
Sound, electromagnetics
Reserve effect, reef effect
Cumulative impacts

Receptors
or affected organisms
Birds, mammals, fish,
benthos, habitats
Society and economy
ORE systems

Governance
The Institute’s activities are managed by a jointstock company (SAS) built around a public-private
partnership that brings together 18 associate
members and 7 contributor members—all key French
ORE sector players—from industry, academic and
scientific organisations, local authorities and maritime
competitiveness clusters.
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Selection of the Institute’s collaborative projects
As part of its collaborative R&D activity supported by
the Investments for the Future Programme, France
Energies Marines has set up a selection process for
new projects promoting excellence. Every two years,
projects are set up through a very open approach
shared by all members of the Institute. In parallel, it
is also possible to propose more confidential projects.
The selection process for both types of projects is
composed of three main phases:

1 Identification of priority industrial focal issues:
For “open” projects, the industrial members of
France Energies Marines present the bottlenecks
to be overcome and propose topics related to
the Institute’s roadmap. All of France Energies
Marines’ members and staff then work together
in working groups to determine the priority focal
issues.
For “closed” projects, the themes are directly
defined with industrial members of France
Energies Marines, with support from a restricted
circle of partner teams.

2 Pre-proposal:
On the basis of the selected topics, pre-proposals
are drafted. At this stage, the scope of action of
each member of the consortium is defined and an
initial provisional budget is prepared.
For “open” projects, these pre-proposals are
reviewed by the members of France Energies
Marines, the Science and Technology Committee
composed of independent international experts,
and the Institute’s management team. Then,
financial pledges from stakeholders are gathered.
Building on these different elements, the Board
selects the most promising pre-proposals.
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For “closed” projects, the pre-proposals are
evaluated by the Science and Technology Committee
and the Institute’s management team. The funding
plan is drawn up by the project partners and France
Energies Marines. The Board then selects the most
relevant pre-proposals.

3 Project set-up:

Based on the evaluations received and funding
obtained, each project is prepared in terms of its
scientific, organisational, human resources and
budgetary aspects. This phase results in a detailed
document, around 40 pages long, which is then
evaluated by the Institute’s management team and
the Science and Technology Committee. Taking
into account the different appraisals, the Board
validates the new projects to be launched.

Open
projects

2 months

Closed
projects
Identification
of key
focal issues

RDC
FEM

Industrial members

1 to 2
months

FEM

RDC

Industrial members
Pre-proposals

FEM

FEM
Partners

STC

STC

Evaluation
of pre-proposals

RDC

FEM

FEM

2 to 4
months

4 months
FEM

Securing
financial
support

BD

Selection
of pre-proposals

FEM

BD

Industrial members

RDC
Project
set-up

FEM

FEM
Partners

Partners

3 months

STC

STC

Project
evaluation

FEM

Selection
of new
projects

BD

FEM

RDC

The France Energies
Marines staff

The Research
& Development
Committee
which brings together all
the Institute’s members

3 months

FEM

Board

STC
The Science
a Technology Committee
composed
of 8 independent
international experts

BD
The Board of Directors
made up
of 10 members elected
from the Institute’s
shareholders
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knowledge with all the relevant stakeholders. This
fits with our vision of our role as a developer: working
with other stakeholders to identify the issues and
impacts, and thus pinpoint the best location with
the least possible impact. For the APPEAL project,
we therefore proposed that the study be conducted
in the area of our Groix & Belle-Ile pilot farm project
in order to provide a concrete context for this study.

© EOLFI

How has the project met your expectations so
far?

3 QUESTIONS for...

Matthieu Pettinotti
R&D Department Manager at EOLFI,
a Shell group company

What it the objective of the APPEAL project
and what interests you about this project?
The initial objective of this project is to develop
numerical tools to assess the socio-ecosystem
issues related to a floating wind farm, i.e. the
interactions between environmental and economic
components. This assessment is important for
EOLFI, a renewable energy project developer, and in
particular for the Groix & Belle-Ile pilot floating wind
farm. The idea of conducting this project with France
Energies Marines and a consortium gathering all the
necessary expertise immediately appealed to us. This
collaborative approach provides better knowledge
of ecosystem impacts and enables us to share this
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APPEAL is the opportunity for EOLFI to step up
dialogue by working with local stakeholders, including
fishermen. Detailed procedures are implemented for
the majority of campaigns on our pilot farm project.
Several environmental campaigns (on the benthos in
particular) have been carried out at the Groix site and
an instrumented buoy is scheduled to be deployed.
These measurements will provide input for our
databases (biofouling, etc.) available for this site in
order to reduce ecosystem impacts. From a point of
view of ecological and energy transition, this socioecosystem study is very relevant for developing clean
energy sources while protecting the ecosystem and
its users.

As an industry player, do you find working
with France Energies Marines to set up R&D
projects beneficial?
Yes, France Energies Marines, with their multiexpertise, help us to progress on R&D projects
supporting the structuration of the ORE sector,
thanks to their capacity to bring together and
coordinate key players from industrial and academic
network at national scale.

How do you interact with the project managers
at France Energies Marines?
The entire process comprises ongoing dialogue.
When we complete the questionnaire, we make a
certain number of remarks and the project managers
provide answers. A meeting is then organised with the
members of the Science and Technology Committee
and France Energies Marines staff to discuss the
evaluations. This process takes places twice: once
for pre-proposals and again for completed projects.
In 2019, we were invited to France Energies Marines’
head office in Brest to meet the team in person. I
really appreciated this initiative as our discussions
were very interesting and productive.

© Sintef

What do you appreciate most about being a
member of this Committee?

3 QUESTIONS for...

Salvatore D’Arco

Member of France Energies Marines’
Science and Technology Committee
Researcher at Sintef, Norway
How does the project
evaluation process work?
The evaluation criteria are specified in a questionnaire provided by France Energies Marines. This form
is divided into three sections: scientific excellence,
value added for stakeholders and project implementation (scoping, organisation, budget, etc.). These
criteria are very relevant and similar to those used
for European projects. For the evaluation process, I
begin by reading the questionnaire, then I study the
proposals. Each project is reviewed by two or three
members of the Science and Technology Committee,
according to the relevant fields of expertise. There
are two project evaluation phases: pre-proposals and
completed projects.

First, I’d like to emphasise that the proposals are
very relevant and in general of high quality. It is
very stimulating to see that our remarks are taken
seriously. The evaluation process is not simply a boxchecking exercise, it’s a real opportunity to discuss
the content. I really feel like I’m part of the process
when I see my comments helping to shape the
proposals, and to improve the quality of the projects
and the work that will be conducted over the coming
years. The fact that this process occurs periodically
means that I’m involved in an ongoing action over
time, and can get to know the team and see the
progress made. I’m very attached to this notion of
overall consistency, which is why I’m delighted to be
a member of France Energies Marines’ Science and
Technology Committee.
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02
HIGHLIGHTS

2020

Systems design & monitoring
I January
Start of mechanical fatigue tests
on a section of dynamic power cable
at the University of Southampton, UK
(OMDYN2 project).

© FEM

Cross-cutting activities I March
Organisation and running of educational
workshops and a conference-debate
as part of public discussions on offshore
wind energy in Normandy, in collaboration
with the University of Le Havre Normandie.

© FEM

© FEM

Site characterisation
- Environmental integration I April
Initial work on the environmental
characterisation of a high potential site
in the Ria d’Etel, Brittany (ELEMENT project).
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Environmental integration I May and July
Fish and benthic fauna sampling campaigns
off Dunkirk, Hauts de France
(DUNES project).

© FEM

Institute I June
Election of Jean-Philippe Pagot,
Marine Environment Director
at EDF Renouvelables, as President
of France Energies Marines SAS
His mission: to mobilise all R&D
stakeholders across the ORE sector.

© FEM

© Johnson Martin - Pixabay

Farm optimisation I May
Completion of the alpha version
of the DTOcean+ software suite
for the design and optimisation of wave
and tidal farms (DTOCEANPLUS project).
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Institute I September and October
3rd Science & Technology Tribune organised
by France Energies Marines on the theme
of ORE farm optimisation and integration.
This event took the form of four webinars
and was attended by 150 participants.

© Startup Stock Photos - Pixabay

© Gabriel De Siam - Pixabay

Sector I June
France Energies Marines joins the ranks of
the Ambassadors of WREN, an international
collaborative programme that focuses on
the environmental effects of onshore and
offshore wind energy.

© Pichitstocker - Adobe Stock

Environmental integration I August
Development of an assessment method
for chemical risks related to the galvanic
anodes of offshore wind farms, organisation
of a presentation workshop and publication
of a recommendation report
(ANODE project).
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© Yohann Boutin

Farm optimisation I December
Modelling of the overall cost of floating
and subsea offshore substations for future
floating wind farms (LISORE project).

© Paseidon - Pixabay

Institute I December
4 PhD these defended on a broad range
of topics: ecosystem approach, extreme
winds and waves, biofouling and moorings,
and cable modelling (APPEAL, CAVARELE,
MHM-EMR and OMDYN2 projects).

Cross-cutting activities I December
Redeployment of the MEMOFLOW instrumented
buoy, a permanent Mediterranean observatory
for the floating offshore wind sector

© FEM

© FEM

Site characterisation I October
Organisation, during Sea Tech Week 2020,
of a session on wave and wind observation
applied to ORE (DIME and CARAVELE
projects).

19

03
SITE CHARACTERISATION
The goal of this programme is to ensure better selection of farm installation
areas, while continuing to streamline turbine size and marine operations. Site
characterisation now focuses on drawing up an intra-site study of wave, current,
wind and temperature fields. This is accompanied by a description of the high
frequency variability in resources, a key piece of information, yet which is poorly
known, that is required to calculate the energy yield and predict the fatigue of ORE
systems.
The characterisation of the temporal
and spatial variability of resources
explores new in situ and satellite
observation methods. Over and above
these qualification needs, knowledge of
extreme conditions is an indispensable
prerequisite to guarantee the offshore
survival of ORE systems. Wave and
current couplings have a strong
influence on each of the resources and
must be taken into account during the
design phase. In order to be quantified,
research is required to understand the
underlying physical processes and to
be able to configure them in numerical
models. Meanwhile, the development of
short term metocean forecasting tools
is poised to optimise farm maintenance
operations.

The seabed on which the devices are
installed is often complex in terms of
its morphodynamics and geology. It is
therefore essential to have reliable data
and characterisation methodologies
before deciding to install systems. Against
a background of climate change, the
nearshore zone must also be precisely
characterised due to its sensitivity to
cable shore landing operations. These
operations often give rise to questions
during consultation phases prior to farm
deployment.

2020 key figures:
8 collaborative projects
€11,800K cumulative budget

© AJS1-Pixabay

72 different partners
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3 QUESTIONS for...

I Rui Duarte (right) with Fabien Leckler

Rui Duarte

Research engineer specialising in site characterisation tools and methods
France Energies Marines

What is your role in the DIME project on
breaking waves?
My main contribution concerns instrumentation for
experiments at La Jument lighthouse, off Ushant
Island in Brittany. The aim is to use this offshore
structure to record direct field measurements. I’m
in charge of setting up the stereo video system,
used for 3D wave reconstruction, at the top of the
lighthouse and ensuring it is functioning correctly, as
well as the whole dedicated data acquisition system.
Measurement campaigns take place each winter,
as the observation conditions for extreme events
are optimal. We therefore need to go on site in the
autumn to install the equipment, then come back in
the spring to retrieve it.
As part of the DIMPACT project which is just starting
up, we will continue these campaigns and optimise
them so that only one trip a year is needed. Meanwhile,
an equivalent camera system is to be installed on the
mast of a floating wind turbine in Norway. Pressure
sensors will also be fitted to the structure. I’m
involved in the programming and electronic aspects
of this. It's a really exciting teamwork experience
through which I am developing new expertise.

What is the main difficulty in this mission?
The real obstacle is accessing the experimentation
site. Getting to the lighthouse is difficult. It involves
either being airlifted by helicopter or dropped off
by boat, weather conditions permitting. Each trip
therefore needs to be very carefully planned and
spare equipment must always be taken. The systems
need to be designed to be as reliable as possible.

The project will soon be coming to an end.
What have been the main highlights for you?
Without a doubt, the trips to the lighthouse! As I
said, accessing the site is quite a feat. The time and
number of people are both limited: we therefore need
to work as efficiently and cooperatively as possible.
There is a really unique atmosphere about this type
of working situation. What’s more, spending a night
or two in this lighthouse out at sea is an original
experience that few people get the chance to try.
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ARCWIND

Site characterisation

Adaptation and implementation of floating wind energy conversion
technology for the Atlantic region
Duration: 48 months | Launched: 2018

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:
›T
 o assess the feasibility of floating wind farms in deep waters in the Eastern Atlantic.

Scientific and technical content:

› Assessment of wind resources.
› Assessment of sea state conditions for wind turbine design.
› Adaptation and assessment of different types of floaters.
›E
 xperimental studies on the selected concepts.
› Development of an array architecture comprising the components relating to installation logistics
and maintenance planning.
› Estimation of costs and economic feasibility.

2020 achievements:

›B
 eginning of simulations for the installation of different concepts based on the preparatory work
for the selection of sites of interest for floating wind projects along the Eastern Atlantic arc.

Partners:
This project is coordinated
by Instituto Superior Técnico.
Associate partners:

FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

Total project budget: c3,920K

- REN Rede Eléctrica Nacional SA, Portugal
- Enondas Energia das Ondas SA, Portugal
- EDA Renovaveis SA, Portugal
- Bluwind Power, Ireland
- Trelleborg Offshore, United Kingdom
- Effacer SA, Portugal
- EDP Inovaçao SA, Portugal

This project receives funding from the European Interreg Atlantic Area programme.
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© Michael Rosskothen - Adobe Stock

I Deep-water floating wind turbine feasibility study
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CARAVELE

Site characterisation

Wind characterisation for offshore renewable energy applications

Duration: 46 months | Launched: 2017

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To improve the characterisation of extreme winds by combining atmospheric models with satellite
and in situ observations.

Scientific and technical content:

› Methodological developments to extrapolate satellite surface winds at nacelle height.
› Use of observations performed using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to record the high resolution spatial
variability of wind fields and extreme winds, and coupling with wind forecast models.
› Trials in a wave tank fitted with a wind generator to study air-sea interactions during extreme events.
› Extraction of more accurate information from several atmospheric models combined with observations
using optimised observation networks.

2020 achievements:

› Extrapolation, up to nacelle height, of winds measured by satellite at the ocean surface.
› Enhancement of the understanding of wave-wind couplings to improve storm and cyclone forecasting.
› Finalisation of work on statistical properties and analogue data assimilation dynamics for forecasting
extreme events.
› Development of new techniques for recording breaking waves via video observation.
› Launch of work on using high resolution wind information contained in satellite imagery to improve
operational forecast model outputs through artificial intelligence.

Dissemination:
› Publications:

• Veras Guimarães, et al. (2020) A data set of sea surface stereo images to resolve space-time wave fields.
Scientific data, Vol. 7, 145
•P
 latzer, et al. (2020) Wave group focusing in the ocean: estimations using crest velocities and a Gaussian
linear model. Natural Hazards, Vol. 104, pp. 2431–2449
• Ayet

A. (2020) Flux de quantité de mouvement à l’interface air-mer : approche théorique du couplage
entre turbulence et vagues de vent (PhD thesis) Ecole doctoral des sciences de la mer, Brest
• Platzer

P. (2020) Forecasts of dynamical systems from analogs: applications to geophysical variables
with a focus on ocean waves (PhD thesis) IMT Atlantique, Brest
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Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by Ifremer and France Energies Marines.

I Maintenance operation at an offshore wind farm in extreme conditions
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© Ian Dyball - Adobe Stock

Total project budget: c1,753K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany, Normandy and Réunion.

CASSIOWPE

Site characterisation

Characterisation of atmosphere-sea surface interactions
for offshore wind energy in the Gulf of Lion

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Duration: 30 months | Launched: 2020
Objective:

› To provide a database of high resolution observations of wind, wave and current fields, as well
as a new numerical tool to model metocean conditions in the Gulf of Lion area.

Scientific and technical content:

› Collection of available observation data to describe the complexity of metocean conditions
in the Gulf of Lion.
› Development of a new level 2 processing chain for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images.
› Development of a coupled numerical system and incorporation of new physical parameterisations.
› Validation of the coupled model for the specific conditions of the Gulf of Lion.
› Construction of a 1-year retrospective database.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in November and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the LOPS laboratory (Laboratoire d’Océanographie Physique et Spatiale)
and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,290K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the maritime cluster Pôle Mer Méditerranée.
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I Observation of metocean conditions in the Gulf of Lion

Xxxxx
DIME

Site characterisation

Modelling and observations of extreme sea states
with breaking waves for offshore renewable energies
Duration: 52 months | Launched: 2017

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To improve the characterisation of extreme sea states with breaking waves by combining observations
and modelling.

Scientific and technical content:

› Use of deterministic simulations to determine the non-linear nature and precise kinetics of extreme sea
states in the surf zone.
› Implementation of a coupled ocean-atmosphere model to explore the role of interactions between wind
and waves in storm and cyclone conditions.
› In situ measurements using an offshore lighthouse heavily exposed to storm waves and located
on a bathymetric slope, allowing the structure to be used as a full-scale experimental device.

2020 achievements:

› Finalisation of the identification process for a new criterion for breaking waves to improve breaking wave
models used during the ORE system design phase for extreme conditions.
› Implementation of an engineering methodology to more accurately estimate the loading from breaking
waves on the masts of bottom-fixed wind turbines.
› Development of a new parameterisation of breaking wave statistics based on an analytical approach and
incorporating key physical ingredients such as the kinematic breaking criterion and sea state irregularity.
› Continued documentation of occurrence statistics and properties of breaking waves under storm
conditions through winter measurement campaigns at La Jument lighthouse, which is located in an area
that is representative of the bathymetry of the future floating wind farm areas in Southern Brittany.

Dissemination:
› Publication:
• Veras Guimarães, et al. (2020) A data set of sea surface stereo images to resolve space-time wave fields.
Scientific data, Vol. 7, 145
› Presentation:
• Veras Guimarães P. (2020) Sea surface stereo images to resolve space-time wave fields,
Sea Tech Week, 12/10/2020 - 16/10/2020
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Partners:

FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,664K

I Winter measurement campaign at La Jument lighthouse
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This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany, Normandy and Réunion.
Testing carried out at La Jument lighthouse receives funding from Crédit Agricole’s
Filière Mer division.

DIMPACT

Site characterisation

Designing floating wind turbines taking into account the impacts
of energetic steep and breaking waves
Duration: 42 months | Launched: 2020

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To provide less conservative certification guidelines and an appropriate engineering tool taking
into account the impact of energetic steep and breaking waves in terms of slamming, run-up,
green water and vibration-induced effects.

Scientific and technical content:

› Numerical simulations of energetic steep and breaking waves interacting with a floating offshore
wind turbine.
› Wave tank experiments in sea states of growing steepness up to the occurrence of large breaking waves.
› Field experiment from the full-scale floating offshore wind turbine Unitech Zefyros off Norway.

2020 achievements:

› Definition of impact scenarios to be reproduced during the tank tests.
› Numerical simulations of the impact of energetic steep and breaking waves on four types of floating wind
turbines in stormy sea states for three different sites in the Mediterranean, South Brittany
and the Norwegian Sea.
› Preparation of the experiment scheduled for May 2021 on the full-scale floating wind turbine Unitech
Zefyros which will be based on the measurement protocol used at the La Jument lighthouse for the DIME
project.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c2,144K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany and Réunion.
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I A breaking wave
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Xxxxx
DUNES

Site characterisation

Dynamics of underwater dunes and impact on ORE projects

Duration: 40 months | Launched: 2019

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objectives:

› To understand the sediment and ecosystem dynamics of underwater dunes off the coast of Dunkirk.
› To offer ORE-sector technology developers and industrial firms knowledge and complementary
approaches for working in environments with hydraulic dunes.

Scientific and technical content:

› Mapping of the dunes of French mainland coasts.
› Acquisition of high-resolution spatio-temporal data on Dunkirk dune dynamics.
› Understanding the short-term evolution of these underwater dunes.
› In situ characterisation of the structure of dune ecosystems.
› Characterisation of ecosystem function by studying food webs through isotopic analyses.

2020 achievements:

› Organisation of two campaigns in May at the site of the future Dunkirk offshore wind farm to collect
bathymetric data and samples of fish, plankton and benthic organisms.
› Analysis of samples of fish and benthic fauna collected in 2019 and 2020.
› Continued acquisition of bathymetric data via 4 measurement campaigns conducted on site in March,
April, August and December.

Dissemination:
›P
 resentation:

• Nexer M. (2020) Understanding submarine dunes dynamic to prevent their effects
on ORE components. France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 25/09/2020.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by SHOM and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,284K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany and Normandy,
and from the maritime cluster Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique.
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I Benthic fauna sampling campaigns

FOWRCE SEA

Site characterisation

Future offshore wind energy research centre at sea

Duration: 12 months | Launched: 2020

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objectives:

› To define the needs of the offshore wind sector in relation to a research infrastructure at sea in terms
of physical and biological parameters to be collected, qualification of the sensors to be used, technological
components to be tested and monitoring methodology to be developed.
› To develop a business model to support such an infrastructure.

Scientific and technical content:

› Qualification of needs in terms of environment, sensors, technological components and research activities.
› Inventory of existing platforms, gap analysis and functional description of the best candidate solutions.
› Financial engineering study to evaluate the CAPEX and OPEX of this infrastructure as well as the different
sources of financing and available revenues.
› Analysis of the data policy to be implemented according to the activities carried out and the stakeholders
investing in the platform.
› Study of the spatial representativeness of the observations collected by the platform for the most relevant
sites.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in November and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c202K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Normandy.
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I Offshore wind energy research platform

Xxxxx
GEOSISMEM

Site characterisation

Geophysical surveys for the seabed characterisation
of offshore renewable energy sites
Duration: 52 months | Launched: 2018

Technology |

Stage in the value chain |

Objective:

› To develop a new seabed characterisation methodology based on a combination of geophysical
and geotechnical data in order to make recommendations for use in the offshore wind sector.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development of new methodologies for processing existing geophysical data.
› Implementation of geophysical multitrace seismic and electromagnetic measurements.
› Development of an effective methodology for optimising geophysical and geotechnical surveys.
› Drafting of recommendations relating to the integration of geophysical data into site characterisation
for project engineering purposes.

2020 achievements:

› Further processing of the data from the campaign, carried out at the future offshore wind farm site off
Courseulles-sur-mer in 2019, by enhancing the resistivity profiles with velocity profiles for comparison
with geotechnical data for the same area.

Dissemination:
›P
 resentations:

• Flamme J. (2020) Geophysical surveys for the sea bottom characterisation of ORE sites.
France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 25/09/2020.
•F
 lamme J. (2020) Characterization of Shallow Gas in Coastal Environment Using Jointly
Marine ERT and UHR Seimic Imaging. EAGE Conference, 07/12/2010 - 08/12/2020.
•F
 lamme J. (2020) Marine Karst Environment Characterization Using Jointly Seismic Imaging,
Marine ERT and Geotechnical Data. EAGE Conference, 07/12/2010 - 08/12/2020.

Partners:

FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Université de Bretagne Occidentale and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c775K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members
and partners, as well as French State funding managed by the French National
Research Agency under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Brittany.
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IE
 quipment used to take electromagnetic geophysical measurements
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R&D SERVICES

In collaboration with the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region, the Métropole d'Aix-Marseille and the
VALECO Group, France Energies Marines set up a permanent Mediterranean observatory for the floating
offshore wind sector, dubbed MEMOFLOW, at the MISTRAL test site. This observatory is located between
the mouth of the Great Rhone and Cap Couronne, 2.8 nautical miles from Port-Saint-Louis-du-Rhône.
Thanks to the instrumented buoy and wave buoy deployed, the Institute can provide four types of data:

by-wave analysis results, raw times series at
1.28 Hz),
•W
 ind data (1 Hz time series and statistics are
available for the following measurements:
wind speed and direction),
•
Weather data (1/600 Hz time series (10 minute
average) and statistics are available for the
following measurements: atmospheric pressure,
air temperature and relative humidity),
• Inertial measurement unit data (comprising 2 Hz
time series and statistics are available for the
following measurements: yaw, roll and pitch,
acceleration along axes x, y and z).
In addition to providing raw data, our team can perform statistical processing and joint analysis of
metocean and IMU data. We can also offer support
for offshore instrumentation deployment: specifications (site, instruments...), floating platform design,
component selection, procurement, installation,
operation.

I Instrumented buoy in the water and wave buoy during maintenance
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Instrumentation
Wave buoy
• Datawell Directional Waverider - Moored in 60 m
deep waters at 43.316111°N 4.920361°E.
• Resolution: 1 cm / 1.5° for wave height/direction
• Precision: ‹ 0.5 % of measured value (in m) / 0.5°
Instrumented buoy
• Special mark buoy equipped with several
instruments synchronised via a datalogger for
GSM/4G real-time communication: 3D sonic
anemometer, weather station, 9-axis inertial
measurement unit coupled with GNSS, mooring
line strain sensor.
• Additional autonomous instruments soon to
be installed on the buoy: biofouling monitoring
sensor, multiparameter probe
• Moored in 60 m deep waters at 43.31425°N
4.921°E.
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•
Wave data (spectral analysis results, wave-
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Site characterisation

A permanent Mediterranean observatory for the floating offshore wind sector

Characterisation of energy resources
The Institute can support farm developers and
Government departments in the characterisation of
energy resources and ORE sites:
• Waves: fine characterisation of breaking waves,
and coastal and extreme sea states by coupling
modelling with in situ and satellite observations,
• Tidal currents: characterisation of currents
and associated turbulence by coupling in situ
measurements with the use of numerical models,
• Wind: precise characterisation of wind and
associated turbulence by coupling modelling with
satellite observations,
Our range of services on this theme is wide-reaching:
• Selection of characterisation tools (waves, currents,
wind),
• Support in preparing measurement campaigns,
• Assistance in processing and analysing collected
data,
• Model selection and development of custom codes,
• Preparation of numerical studies including model
parameterisation;

Team
Oceanographic physicist with complementary
skills: atmospheric flow, sea states,
hydrosedimentary dynamics, tidal energy
turbulence
Instrumentation
• Stereo video cameras for real-time 3D filming
of wave propagation within a square with a side
length of 100 m.
• 4 measurement cages and a range of
instruments that can be mounted on them:
5-beam ADCP, hydrophones, acoustic
receivers, stereo video, camera
Numerical tools
• Waves: WAVEWATCH III®, SWASH
• Currents and sediment dynamics: CROCO
• Site characterisation: module from DTOcean+
suite
• Python tools developed for data processing,
model output analysis, machine learning...
Databases
• Alderney Race: currents and hydrosedimentary
processes measured with ADCP, point
current meters and hydrophones, mapping of
hydrokinetic resources by HF and VHF radar,
measurement of currents and turbulence
obtained with dual ADCP, high resolution 3D
maps of currents calculated taking into account
the sea state
• Paimpol-Bréhat: currents and waves measured
with ADCP

© FEM

• Short-term wind forecasting for farms in operation
(under development).

Resources

I Stereoscopic camera system used for 3D reconstruction of wave
fields
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Design and monitoring

04
SYSTEMS DESIGN AND MONITORING
The main challenges of this programme relate to the maximisation of overall system
performance, but also to improving their reliability, competitiveness, as well as
the adaptation of design standards. The primary objective is to provide industry
stakeholders with the means of optimising ORE technologies to gain a better market
position.
Interaction between the environment
and components or structures must
be addressed in order to optimise the
design and functioning of ORE systems.
The first challenge is therefore to
develop methodologies and tools—both
numerical and experimental—that can
simulate the behaviour of these systems
in wind, waves and currents. The second
challenge is to integrate these methods
and innovations into marine environments
and offshore practices in order to achieve
realistic and robust solutions.
Two evolutionary phenomena should be
considered: biofouling, in particular of
cables and mooring lines, and material
ageing, in order to predict their lifespan

thanks to in-service monitoring. A
relevant strategy is required to supervise
the farm and optimise the maintenance
process, two actions with a high
potential to reduce costs, in particular
for components subject to considerable
constraints, which is the case of dynamic
cables and moorings.
The majority of the projects in this
programme are therefore designed to
provide information that can advance
current standards and be used to draft
recommendations. The aim is to define
a clear design framework in order to
optimise the solutions developed and
ensure their integrity while mitigating
risks.

2020 key figures:
11 collaborative projects
€16,500K cumulative budget

© Pichitstocker Adobe Stock

38 different partners
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3 QUESTIONS for...

Antoine Maison

Structural Calculation Research Engineer
France Energies Marines
Biofouling is the core focus of the ABIOP+ project, in
which aspects are you involved?

What approach did you use for the thermal resistance study?

I worked on two separate aspects. The first was
the development of a biofouling observatory. The
second involved designing and conducting tests to
characterise the thermal resistance of biofouling
that develops on submerged surfaces, in particular
dynamic cables.

The challenge was to design a relatively simple
system that would not require overly specialised
equipment and would provide a range of values
for the parameter studied. Based on research
into the different possible set-ups, we opted for a
heat exchanger. We built a custom-made set-up
and used PVC tubes that had become biofouled by
being immersed at sea for several months. The
tests were performed in an insulated, watertight
tank inside which freshwater heated to 45°C was
circulated inside the tube, and seawater at ambient
temperature was circulated outside the tube. The
results obtained will be processed to determine the
component related to biofouling in heat transfer for
dynamic cables.

What exactly was your role in developing this observatory?
My job was to design a system for fastening PVC
plates to different types of offshore structures. These
plates are used to monitor biofouling and needed to
be readily removable and interchangeable. I produced
the technical drawing of the system based on the
prerequisites, then I supervised the manufacture
of the different parts by a metalwork company. The
system has been in place for several months now on
two buoys in the Mediterranean and the project team
are entirely satisfied with it. It is soon to be deployed
on two other sites, this time in the Atlantic.

What I’ve summed up in a few lines took three to four
months of work before achieving a watertight system
in which the fluids could flow freely with minimal
heat loss. There was a lot of frustration during the
protocol development phase. So when everything
came together and the recordings displayed exactly
what was expected in a repoducible way, it was a
really satisfying result!
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Design and monitoring

Accounting for biofouling through established protocols
of quantification for engineering
Duration: 40 months | Launched: 2019

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objectives:

› To provide characterisation protocols for biofouling on cable and mooring line materials which are very
vulnerable to this biological process, in order to collect quantitative data in situ.
› To inventory existing biofouling management methods and test the solutions best suited to floating wind
turbines.

Scientific and technical content:

› Multi-scale characterisation of biofouling at different ORE sites.
› Improvement of biofouling characterisation protocols in terms of standardisation, operability and cost.
› Development of a quantitative image analysis method.
› Assessment of existing biofouling management solutions.

2020 achievements:

› Finalisation of the overview of knowledge of biofouling management solutions and the influence
of biofouling in biocorrosion and biodegradation processes.
› Set-up of an experiment in the Ria d’Etel consisting of immersing a fixed structure comprising samples
of different types of moorings for several months in order to define how representative the protocols
implemented are to characterise biofouling in an offshore environment.
› Immersion of PVC tubes at sea for 9 months for biofouling.
Development of a test protocol to determine heat exchange coefficient ranges associated with a biofouling
layer, representative of what could develop on a power cable in open water.
› In situ deployment of coupons covered with different coatings at 3 different sites (Atlantic
and Mediterranean) to assess the effectiveness of antifouling solutions in static and dynamic conditions.
› Immersion, in the four different seasons, of PVC plates attached to a rotating system in order to assess
the influence of hydrodynamics on biofouling.
› Continued monitoring of the biofouling of PVC plates installed at the different offshore sites with photos,
videos and samples taken for characterisation in the laboratory.

Dissemination:
›P
 resentations:
›Q
 uillien N. et al. (2020) Towards improving the understanding of biofouling within ORE
environments. France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 28/09/2020
›S
 choefs F. & Damblans G. (2020) Marine growth: Full-scale Experimental investigations on the Dynamic
Influence of Mussels on Dynamic Cable. FOWT, 07/09/2020 - 08/09/2020
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Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the University of Nantes and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,990K
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I Immersion of a fixed structure comprising samples of different types of moorings in the Ria d’Etel
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This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany, Normany, Pays de la Loire,
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and Réunion, as well as from the maritime cluster Pôle Mer Méditerranée.

DYNAMO

Design and monitoring

Dynamic cable monitoring

Duration: 24 months | Launched: 2020

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objectives:

› To develop recommendations for the optimisation of in-service monitoring solutions for subsea cables
at farm level.
› To propose a roadmap for the development of the identified promising technologies.

Scientific and technical content:

› Compilation of feedback and experimental data on local failure modes (electrical, mechanical, thermal)
of dynamic cables.
› Identification of parameters reflecting the emergence of failure modes.
› Identification of sensor technologies available or under development capable of detecting several
of the failure modes.
› Study of the best technological and economic strategies for the deployment of sensors to monitor
the electrical cable network of a farm.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in December and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by EDF and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,304K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members
and partners, as well as French State funding managed by the French National
Research Agency under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Brittany.
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I Section of dynamic cable for a floating wind turbine

ELEMENT

Design and monitoring

Effective lifetime extension in the marine environment
for tidal energy
Duration: 48 months | Launched: 2019

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To use artificial intelligence to improve tidal turbines’ performance and accelerate their commercialisation.

Scientific and technical content:

› Integration of state-of-the-art tidal and wind turbine technology.
› Testing of a system prototype through experiments on the test bench and then towing and deployment
at two tidal sites.
› Testing on underwater and floating systems, with gearbox and direct drive turbines.
› Socio-economic assessment of tidal turbine energy at regional, national and European levels.
› Independent verification of project findings.
› Environmental characterisation of deployment sites, and assessment and modelling of the potential
environmental impacts of tidal turbines.

2020 achievements:

› Continuation of the prototype design phase including the choice of rotor concept, additional
instrumentation and the turbine drivetrain system that will be required for the testing.
› Validation of the electric system designed for subsea and floating test systems.
› Development of a behavioural model, set-up of a testing environment and validation of this model.
› Beginning of the characterisation campaign at the Ria d’Etel site (Morbihan) with the installation
of acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP) to assess hydrokinetic resources coupled with the deployment
of PVC panels and multiparameter probes to achieve a better understanding of the biofouling process.
› Continued analysis of the socio-economic impact of tidal energy on the local and regional fabric in Étel,
using lessons learnt from the Shetland Islands site.
› Drafting of a list of criteria for the qualitative assessment of coastal, estuarine and river sites,
identification of ten sites in France for assessment.

Dissemination:

› Publication:
› France Energies Marines (2020) Interim environmental report - ELEMENT Deliverable D4.2, 22 p.
› Events:
› Organisation of a webinar in October on the technological innovations expected as part of the project
and the progress made to date.
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Partners:

FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is coordinated by Nova Innovation.

Total project budget: c4,985K

I Deploying acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP) in the Ria d’Etel
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This project receives funding from the Horizon 2020 European research and innovation programme.

INDUSCOL

Design and monitoring

Instrumentation and durability of glued multi-material
INDUSCOL
structures for offshore renewable energy systems
Duration: 50 months | Launched: 2016 | Completed: 2020

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To gain a fuller understanding of the behaviour over time of glued multi-material structures in a saturated
environment.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development and demonstration of instrumentation inside the glue seal and at the glue/substrate
interface.
› Proposal of analytical models to optimise glued multi-material structures in the marine environment
and meet normative requirements.
› Updating and development of design and maintenance rules for the design of glued tidal turbine blade
structures.

2020 achievements:

› Development and demonstration of instrumentation inside the glue seal and at the glue/substrate
interface.
› Finalisation of analytical models to optimise glued multi-material structures in the marine environment
and meet normative requirements.
› Updating and development of design and maintenance rules for the design of glued subsea structures.

Dissemination:

› Publications:
•G
 rangeat, et al. (2020) Measurement of the local water content of an epoxy adhesive by fiber.
Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing, Vol. 141, 106439
• Leplat, et al. (2020) Investigation of the Mode I fracture properties of adhesively bonded joints
used in renewable energy systems after water ageing. The Journal of Adhesion
• Grangeat, et al. (2020) Method of characterizing the interphase’s mean water diffusion properties
of a bonded assembly in immersion, The Journal of Adhesion
› Presentation:
•G
 rangeat, et al. (2020) Water diffusion in the interface of an epoxy/metal bonded assembly,
International Conference on Materials Design and Applications, Porto, Portugal, 05/11/2020 - 06/11/2020

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by ENSTA Bretagne and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c910K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members
and partners, as well as French State funding managed by the French National
Research Agency under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Brittany.
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I Testing glued multi-material assemblies with internal monitoring by fibre optic

MHM-EMR

Design and monitoring

Mooring health monitoring for offshore renewable energy
MHM-EMR
systems
Duration: 36 months | Launched: 2016 | Completed: 2020

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:
› To define an in-service mooring system monitoring methodology.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development of an in-service monitoring methodology from accessible measurements
and numerical tools.
› Deployment of the methodology in real conditions at reduced scale.
› Testing of the methodology at full scale through simulations.
› Drafting of feedback on the application of the methodology in real conditions and of deployment
recommendations for pilot farms.

2020 achievements:

› Development of an in-service monitoring methodology from accessible measurements
and numerical tools.
› Testing of this methodology on a weather buoy as well as on a numerical model of a full-scale floating
wind turbine verified through tank tests.
› Development of algorithms for periodically updating global parameters, estimating tension
on mooring lines and supervised anomaly detection based on float movements.
› Drafting of a recommendation report for the implementation of the proposed methodology.

Dissemination:

› Publications:
•D
 ecurey, et al. (2020) Model of Bio-Colonisation on Mooring Lines: Updating Strategy
Based on a Static Qualifying Sea State for Floating Wind Turbines. Journal of Marine Science
and Engineering, Vol. 8, 108
• Decurey B. (2020) Bio-Colonisation Impact on Fatigue Damage of Floating Wind Turbine Mooring Lines
in a Structural Health Monitoring Perspective (PhD thesis) Université Bretagne Loire Sciences
pour l’ingénieur, Nantes

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Ecole Centrale de Nantes and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c588K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany and Pays de la Loire.
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I In-service monitoring of floating wind turbine mooring systems
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MONAMOOR

Design and monitoring

Monitoring of polyamide mooring lines

Duration: 42 months | Launched: 2020

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To develop modelling tools for the mechanical behaviour of nylon fiber rope and the appropriate long-term
monitoring instruments based on a deep understanding of material degradation mechanisms.

Scientific and technical content:

› Proposal of a dedicated model based on the rheological hypothesis of a visco-elasto-plastic material.
› Development of sensors capable of providing information on both global strain and sub-rope interactions.
› Development of an approach comprising long-term sensors and a technique for high cycle fatigue
prediction.
› Validation of sensors and models through at-sea testing.

2020 achievements:

› Further creep tests initiated under the POLYAMOOR project and assimilation into a new integral behaviour
law.
› Launch of the design phase for the demonstrator and its mooring system, as well as sensor development.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by Ifremer and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,952K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany, Pays de la Loire
and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
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I Deploying nylon fibre mooring lines
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MUSCATTS
Multi-scale approaches at a tidal site

Technology |

Design and monitoring

MUSCATTS

Duration: 18 months | Launched: 2018 | Completed: 2020

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To improve the identification of complex fluid loads in an open tidal environment (waves + current)
in order to improve performance prediction and fatigue design of mobile components.

Scientific and technical content:

› Description of flow dynamics at the Alderney Race high-potential tidal energy site.
› Proposal of formulations to take into account fluctuating hydrodynamic loads used in fatigue calculations.
› Improvement of numerical models to accurately simulate complex flows.
› Proposal of recommendations in relation to the specifications for tank tests.

2020 achievements:

› Finalisation of work to improve numerical models to accurately simulate complex flows.

Dissemination:

› Publications:
• Thiébaut, et al. (2020) Characterization of the vertical evolution of the three-dimensional
turbulence for fatigue design of tidal turbines. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, Vol. 378,
20190495
• Thiébaut, et al. (2020) Assessing the turbulent kinetic energy budget in an energetic tidal flow
from measurements of coupled ADCPs. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A,
Vol. 378, 20190496

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c 76K

This project receives funding from the Region of Brittany.
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I Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) used to acquire fluid velocity profile data in a tidal stream environment

OMDYN2

Design and monitoring

Dynamic umbilicals for floating offshore renewable
OMDYN2
energy systems
Duration: 48 months | Launched: 2018

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To experimentally characterise then model the constraints on dynamic cables and put forward
an in-service fatigue monitoring methodology.

Scientific and technical content:

› Implementation of a test bench to characterise the behavioural laws of a dynamic cable and to validate
the lifespan modelling of its components.
› Conducting of large-scale tank tests to confirm the hydrodynamic forces to be considered in global
simulation models.
› Use of these models to obtain the sensitivity of lifespan to the cable’s hydromechanical parameters.
› Testing of marine observation and measurement systems to periodically calibrate numerical models.

2020 achievements:

› Start of pure bending mechanical fatigue tests on a section of dynamic power cable.
› Evidencing of the limits of use of telecommunication optical fibre for in-service monitoring of mechanical
constraints on dynamic cables.
› Analysis of the results of the full-scale tank test campaign with a geometric representation of mussel
cover, and 600 cases tested, showing that, according to the hypotheses defined for the campaign,
the drag generated by biofouling on the cable is two to three times greater than the values given
in current standards for sea state-induced fatigue.

Dissemination:

› Publication:
•M
 énard F. (2020) Modélisation des câbles électriques utilisés dans les éoliennes flottantes
(PhD thesis) Université Bretagne Loire Sciences pour l’ingénieur, Nantes.
› Presentations:
•D
 amblans, et al. (2020) Marine growth: New Offshore challenges in the frame
of MRE systems. France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 28/09/2020
• Schoefs F. & Damblans G. (2020) Marine growth: Full-scale Experimental investigations
on the Dynamic Influence of Mussels on Dynamic Cable. FOWT, 07/09/2020 - 08/09/2020
• Marty, et al. (2020) Marine growth effect on the hydrodynamical behavior of a submarine cable
under current and wave conditions. 17e Journées de l’Hydrodynamique, Cherbourg, France,
24/11/2020 - 26/11/2020

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Ecole Centrale de Nantes and France Energies Marines.
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Total project budget: c2,143K

I Mechanical fatigue tests on a section of dynamic power cable
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This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Normandy, Pays de la Loire and Réunion.

Design and monitoring

POLYAMOOR
Durable and flexible polyamide moorings for offshore
POLYAMOOR
renewable energies

Technologies |

Duration: 46 months | Launched: 2017 | Completed: 2020

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To precisely characterise the dynamic, long term behaviour of nylon mooring lines.

Scientific and technical content:

› Determination of dominant factors leading to mooring line end-of-life and definition of an optimised line.
› Experimental campaigns to study the line’s fatigue behaviour and creep response.
› Establishment of an experimental method to rapidly characterise the fatigue lifespan of polyamide lines.
› Determination of the fatigue criterion and construction of the behaviour law for mooring lines.

2020 achievements:

› Completion of fatigue testing of nylon mooring lines in conditions representative of real-life deployment,
with monitoring of heating and abrasion.
Validation of this accelerated test method. Demonstration of a significant improvement in the fatigue
lifespan of nylon mooring lines whose fibres are covered with a protection coating developed
for permanent applications.
› Conducting of new creep tests.
› Proposal of a visco-elasto-plastic characterisation law for nylon that can be used to model the behaviour
of mooring lines, excluding long-term creep. Integration of this law into commercial software for use
in real applications.

Dissemination:

› Publication:
•C
 hevillotte, et al. (2020) Fatigue of improved polyamide mooring ropes for floating wind turbines.
Ocean Engineering, Vol. 199, 107011

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by Naval Energies and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c825K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Brittany.
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I Nylon fibre moorings
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SOLCYP+
Cyclic loadings of offshore wind turbine monopiles

Technology |

Design and monitoring

SOLCYP+

Duration: 46 months | Launched: 2017 | Completed: 2020

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To put forward recommendations to predict the effects of cyclic loading resulting from seabed/structure
interactions.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development of an experimental reference database comprising the results of centrifuge tests
then analysis of the behaviour of the monopile under transverse cyclic loading in dense sand.
› Study of the behaviour of carbonate materials.
› Study of the full-scale and modelled behaviour of monopiles in limestone.
› Development of calculation tools to estimate the movements and strain on monopiles according
to loading cycles.

2020 achievements:

› Continuation and completion of tests in a 3D shear box to study the effect of pile-driving on chalk
behaviour.
› Finalisation of the modelling of axial and lateral cyclic loading applied to monopiles.

Dissemination:

› Publications:
• Stavropoulou, et al. (2021) Shear Response of Wet Weak Carbonate Rock/Grout Interfaces Under
Cyclic Loading. Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering, Vol. 54, 287
• Lovera, et al. (2021) Pile response to multi-directional lateral loading using P-y curves approach.
Géotechnique, Vol. 71, N°4, pp. 288-298
• Palix E. & Lovera A. (2020) Field testing for monopile to be installed in weak carbonated rock.
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics, 3517
• Lovera, et al. (2020) Extension of the p-y Curves Framework for Cyclic Loading of Offshore Wind Turbines
Monopiles in Soft Rock. Proceedings of the International Symposium on Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics,
3546
› Presentations:
• Palix E. (2020) Challenges of rocky substratum. France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 25/09/2020
• Maatouk, et al. (202) Development of a Hammer to drive monopiles of offshore wind turbines
in centrifuge. European Conference on Physical Modelling in Geotechnics, 07/09/2020 - 08/09/2020

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Ecole des Ponts ParisTech and France Energies Marines.
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Total project budget: c998K
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This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Normandy and Pays de la Loire.

I A bottom-fixed offshore wind farm
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SUBSEE 4D

Design and monitoring

Development of a digital twin to facilitate the operation
of floating wind farms
Duration: 24 months | Launched: 2020

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To optimise and plan maintenance operations, but also to improve the reliability of submerged systems,
by developing a digital twin solution comprising two sub-modules:
one for in-service monitoring of mooring lines and one for automated processing for the recognition
and improvement of underwater vision.

Scientific and technical content:

› Detection of anomalies on mooring systems and calculation of remaining fatigue lifetime for mooring
components using time domain simulations coupled with state-of-the-art numerical techniques.
› Development of a methodology for identifying the critical parameters of a mooring system and definition
of a sensor deployment strategy.
› Development of an algorithm for image analysis based on texture recognition in degraded visual conditions.
› Laboratory image testing in controlled visual conditions.
› At-sea image analysis testing on a static device in real conditions, including biofouling aspects.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in October and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by Cervval.

Total project budget: c730K
It receives public funding from the Region of Brittany, the European Regional Development Fund, Brest
Métropole, the competitiveness clusters Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique and Images & Réseaux as well
as the Maritime Industry Research and Innovation Council, CORIMER.
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I Digital twin of a floating wind turbine mooring
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R&D SERVICES

On the basis of the experience acquired in the
design and in-service monitoring of power cables
and moorings through different R&D projects, we
offer support services to consultancy firms and
developers of technologies and farms in relation to
various aspects:
• Stability study on an export cable in an open tidal
energy environment
• Specification of characterisation and fatigue
testing on dynamic cables under combined
electro-thermo-mechanical loadings
• Specification, monitoring and analysis
of hydrodynamic tests
• Pre-design and adaptation to a given site
of a float/mooring/foundation system
• Qualification of a nylon mooring line
• Methodology and development of digital twins
for in-service monitoring of mooring lines
• Custom development of numerical tools
and physical models for designing foundations
and mooring lines for tidal and wave energy
systems

© Johnson Martin - Pixabay

Design and monitoring

Design and in-service monitoring of power cables and moorings

I Developing numerical tools using Python language
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Resources
Team
Complementary, cross-cutting skills: physical
oceanography, structural calculation, offshore
monitoring
Instrumentation
•4 measurement cages and instruments
that can be mounted on them: 5-beam ADCP,
hydrophones, acoustic receivers, stereo video,
camera
• Video system with antifouling protection
that can be deployed down to – 200 m
Numerical tools
• Calculation model for on-bottom cable stability
• Finite element behaviour model for
hydromechanical systems
• Local fatigue model for power cables
• DeepLines™ license
• Nylon mooring line behaviour module
that can interface with DeepLines™
• NEMOH code for floater behaviour at sea
• Moorings and foundations module
of the DTOcean+ suite
Databases
• Hydrodynamic testing: forces exerted
on a cable in different roughness conditions
for the cable and the bottom
• Alderney Race: hydrosedimentary process,
high resolution measurements of currents
and turbulence

Biofouling characterisation and deployment of instrumented buoys
Our service offering also covers the characterisation
of biofouling and deployment of instrumented
buoys:
• Identification of system components that are
sensitive to biofouling, definition of dedicated
characterisation and monitoring protocols
• Dynamic design of buoy + mooring systems
• Proposal of biofouling sampling solutions,
contracting management for system construction
and assembly, definition of appropriate installation
procedures and selection of service providers
• Post-deployment offshore installation monitoring

© Septentrion Environnement

• Analysis of collected data to determine
parameters that can be used for engineering
purposes

I Example of a system used to monitor biofouling

Resources
Team
Complementary, cross-cutting skills: physical
oceanography, structural calculation, mooring
engineering and offshore monitoring, marine
biology and ecology
Instrumentation
•Stereo video cameras for real-time 3D filming
of wave propagation within a square with a side
length of 100 m
•4 measurement cages and different instruments
that can be mounted on them: 5-beam ADCP,
hydrophones, acoustic receivers, stereo video,
camera, multiparameter probes
•Video system with antifouling protection
that can be deployed down to – 200 m
•Structure for offshore deployment of mooring
line coupons
Numerical tools
• DeepLines™ license
• Nylon mooring line behaviour module
that can interface with DeepLines™
• NEMOH code for floater behaviour at sea
Databases
• Alderney Race: hydrosedimentary process,
high resolution measurements of currents
and turbulence
•Biofouling along the French coasts: protocols,
measured and literature-based data
• Hydrodynamic testing: forces exerted
in the presence of macrofouling at full scale
in current alone and oscillating flow with
and without current
Documentation
Quillien, et al. (2018) Bibliographical Atlas
of Biofouling Along the French Coasts in the
Context of Offshore Renewable Energy. Plouzané:
France Energies Marines Editions, 76 p.
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05
Environmental integration

ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRATION
The goal of this programme is to identify the real ecological and socio-economic
challenges raised by ORE projects throughout their life cycle. It aims to promote
their environmental integration by pooling R&D efforts and providing answers during
public consultations and debates. By promoting a holistic approach that reintroduces
human beings into the ecosystem, the programme focuses on developing tools
and methods to conciliate ecosystem preservation with the economic activities
conducted in the areas where offshore energy farms are to be installed.

To understand the environmental
integration of ORE systems, a twopronged approach is required in studies
by considering the types of pressures or
effects caused by ORE systems together
with the organisms or receptors affected.
Alongside such studies, operational
approaches should also be developed.
Effects created by ORE systems can fall
into several categories such as noise,
electromagnetic fields, risk of collision
or the creation of new substrates or
protected areas. Receptors are often
ecosystem compartments such as birds,
marine mammals, fish or benthos. To
optimise the installation of ORE projects,
it is also necessary to consider social and
economic aspects, which vary depending
on project phases and the ecosystems
in question. The biofouling process, an
issue studied through several of the
Institute’s projects, is a special case
in which pressure is exerted by the
environment, and the receptors are ORE
system components.

For all these studies, operational approaches are gradually being established. It appears particularly critical to
consider impacts at ecosystem level, to
put them into context and rank them. In
parallel, a socio-ecosystem approach
should be developed, integrating both
natural and human dimensions. This
should result in a more global appraisal
of impacts. Innovative characterisation
and modelling tools are being developed,
particularly through collaborative projects led by France Energies Marines.
Over and above its R&D aspects, this
programme is part of an equally essential
approach targeting knowledge production
and transfer to the sector and citizens
through summaries, recommendation
reports and popular science bulletins, as
well as public debates.

2020 key figures:
10 collaborative projects
€11,800K cumulative budget

© Thomas Pavy

49 different partners
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3 QUESTIONS for...

Morgane Lejart

Environmental Integration R&D Manager
France Energies Marines

What was your role in the SPECIES project?
I was the Project Coordinator. In this role, I worked
very closely with Nolwenn Quillien, a researcher in
my team, as well as Antoine Carlier and Nicolas
Desroy, scientific leads for the project at Ifremer.
My missions were to monitor progress, ensure
smooth implementation of the work and liaise with
all the partners. SPECIES was a research project
with objectives but also its fair share of unforeseen
challenges; sometimes we needed to work together
with the partners to realign and find solutions.

What was the main difficulty in the project and
how was it resolved?
Aside from the offshore weather conditions when we
were setting up monitoring, I’d say the main difficulty
related to scheduling issues for the industrial
projects on which we were working. At our first
experimental site, Paimpol-Bréhat, the cable already
in place was to be connected to a tidal turbine that in
the end was never installed. Given that we didn’t have
the power we’d been hoping for, we had to adapt and
we therefore organised collaboration with Sabella for
the Fromveur site. Installing a tidal turbine is always
very complicated, but it went ahead in the end, not
without a few added twists, and we were able to study
a cable with power running through it.

What is your greatest satisfaction in the work
conducted?
Personally I really enjoyed working with the partners.
Despite the difficulties, the consortium remained
solid and constructive in finding solutions throughout
the project. In the end, in terms of the work conducted
and results obtained, SPECIES was a great success
and helped to advance research on the effects of
subsea power cables. This is also largely thanks to
the work conducted by Bastien Taormina during his
PhD, that I was in charge of supervising together with
Antoine Carlier and Nicolas Desroy, which formed
an integral part of the project. Bastien was always
very proactive in tackling difficulties. Although
not intially planned, he set up a collaboration in
Norway to conduct experimentation on the impact of
electromagnetic fields on lobsters. And he finished
his PhD with five papers published, an outstanding
feat in the field of ecology! It was a real pleasure to
work with him.
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ANODE

Environmental integration

Quantitative evaluation of metals released into the marine
environment from the galvanic anodes of ORE structures
Duration: 18 months | Launched: 2019 | Completed: 2020

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To quantify the chemical compounds released by the galvanic anodes of ORE structures
and the risk associated with their dispersion in marine environments.

Scientific and technical content:

› Literature review of cathodic protection systems and their potential environmental impact.
› Modelling of the dispersion flow of metals released into the environment at different ORE sites
along the French coasts.
› Assessment of the risks of exposure to environmental emissions of chemical compounds
from galvanic anodes.

2020 achievements:

› Finalisation of the review of the different types of cathodic protection and their impacts
on the environment, including a summary of existing threshold values (such as Predicted No Effect
Concentration or PNEC) for metals released from anodes.
› Validation of a methodology for assessing the chemical risk of wind farms by combining
hydrodynamic modelling of metal releases with ecotoxicological expertise.

Dissemination:
› Publication:
• Michelet, et al. (2020) Recommendations for the quantitative assessment of metal inputs
in the marine environment from the galvanic anodes of ORE structures.
Plouzané: France Energies Marines Editions, 34 p.
›P
 resentation:
• Michelet N. (2020) Three-dimensional modelling of the dispersion of heavy metal released
by the galvanic anodes of the Courseulles-sur-mer study site. France Energies Marines
S&T Tribune, 28/09/2020.
›E
 vents:
• Organisation of a project results presentation webinar in August.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by Ifremer and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c311K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Normandy and the maritime cluster
Pôle Mer Méditerranée.
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I Galvanic anode on a jacket foundation

APPEAL

Environmental integration

Socio-ecosystem approach to the impact of floating wind farms

Duration: 48 months | Launched: 2018

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To develop an integrated approach to measure the effects of floating wind farms on the functioning
of coastal ecosystems.

Scientific and technical content:

› Acquisition of environmental data from the Groix & Belle-Île and Leucate sites.
› Description of the structure and functioning of the benthic compartment of these sites.
› Characterisation of benthic food webs down to fish living near the seabed, although they may
not permanently dwell there.
› Establishment of a spatial knowledge base on human activities at sea.
› Construction of a methodological approach to measuring infrastructures’ social acceptability.
› Modelling and scenario-building for 2030 and 2050.
› Study on the legal impacts and professional fishing activities and analysis of the stakeholder network.
› Modelling of the socio-ecological system.

2020 achievements:

› Finalisation of work on the stakeholder network relating to the development of the Groix & Belle-Ile
pilot floating wind farm.
› Implementation of a series of ethnographic surveys among professional fishermen addressing
the social acceptability of the project.
› Beginning of work to develop the socio-ecosystem model.
› Further processing of the data from the fishery campaigns.

Dissemination:

› Publications:
• M. Le Marchand (2020) Modélisation écosystémique des effets combinés du changement
climatique et d’un parc éolien flottant dans le Golfe de Gascogne (PhD thesis)
Université de Bretagne Occidentale
• M. Le Marchand, et al. (2020) Climate change in the Bay of Biscay: Changes in spatial
biodiversity patterns could be driven by the arrivals of southern species. Marine Ecology
Progress Series, Vol. 647, pp. 17-31

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Université de Bretagne Occidentale and France Energies Marines.
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Total project budget: c2,280K
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This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany and Normandy.

I Groix & Belle-Île pilot farm project
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ECOSYSM-EOF

Environmental integration

Prefiguration of an observatory of marine ecosystems
in the Gulf of Lion interacting with offshore floating wind farms

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Duration: 24 months | Launched: 2020
Objective:

› To put forward a high-frequency observatory architecture relying on the underwater cable network
of the Gulf of Lion to determine the state and evolution of marine ecosystems in interaction
with high-power floating wind farms.

Scientific and technical content:

› Recommendations on the observation network integration process: review of the existing literature
on the structure and functioning of the Gulf of Lion, interactions between floating offshore wind turbines
and marine ecosystems and inventory of existing observatories.
› Identification of technological barriers and definition of innovative measurement systems for the different
ecosystem elements.
› Observatory specifications for pilot and electricity grid operator networks in addition to existing
observation networks.

2020 achievements:

› Review of knowledge of the structure and functioning of the Gulf of Lion and interactions between
offshore wind farms and groups of marine organisms.
› Inventory of existing observation systems (instrumented buoys, oceanographic campaigns)
and groups of marine organisms in the Gulf of Lion as a basis for the future observatory.
› Preparation of a survey to inventory instrumental tools applicable to the field of floating offshore
wind energy.
› Installation of monitoring points in Banyuls-sur-mer to test acoustic sensors.
› Installation of automatic probes and samplers to characterise the biogeochemical environment
at the Mistral test site.
› Consideration of the use of the LoRa network and acoustic tags to monitor fish populations.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Mediterranean Maritime Cluster.

Total project budget: c540K

This project receives funding from the French Agency for Ecological Transition (ADEME)
under the auspices of a call for sustainable energy research projects dubbed
“Energies durables” (2018-2019).
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I View of the Gulf of Lion

GEOBIRD

Environmental integration

Development of an innovative geolocation tag for seabirds

Duration: 50 months | Launched: 2017

Technology |

Stage in the value chain |

Objective:
› To develop a miniature geolocation tag for medium-sized seabirds.

Scientific and technical content:
› Technological development of a tag prototype.
› Testing of the prototype on shearwaters in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

2020 achievements:

› Optimisation of the tag’s performance by transitioning to an IoT (Internet of Things) system
that is more efficient and less energy-intensive.
› Preparation for the launch of the pre-industrialisation phase.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c858K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Brittany and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
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I Attaching a tag prototype to a Scopoli's shearwater

LIF-OWI

Environmental integration

Tackling environmental, socio-economic
and technological challenges for life cycle
assessments of offshore wind farms

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Duration: 36 months | Launched: 2020
Objectives:

› To develop a comprehensive methodological framework for environmental and social life cycle
assessment, then validate it by applying it to a selection of offshore wind farms (pilot and commercial,
floating and bottom-fixed).
› To identify ways to improve the environmental and societal sustainability of offshore wind farms
using the results of their life cycle assessments.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development of detailed guidelines and reference materials for environmental and social analysis
of the life cycle of offshore wind energy projects.
› Identification of specific indicators (not existing or identified today) for biodiversity and socio-economic
aspects for integration in the life cycle assessment.
› Case studies based on data from several offshore wind farms: life cycle analysis of the environmental
and then societal aspects and preliminary identification of the crucial points for the eco-design of offshore
wind projects.
› Transfer of the methodology and best practices to the sector via an online platform and workshops.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in December and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by MINES Paris – PSL and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,466K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Normandy.
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I LIfe cycle assessment of offshore wind farms

ORNIT-EOF

Environmental integration

Prefiguration of an observatory of birdlife in the Gulf of Lion
interacting with offshore floating wind farms
Duration: 24 months | Launched: 2019 | Completed: 2021

Technology |

Stage in the value chain |

Objective:

› To propose a high-frequency observatory architecture in the Gulf of Lion to study the condition
and evolution of birdlife interacting with high-power floating wind farms.

Scientific and technical content:

› Review of available knowledge and data, as well as of data currently being gathered, on Mediterranean
birdlife.
› Study and specifications of birdlife observation systems.
› Detailed 3D mapping of Scopoli's shearwater activity in the Gulf of Lion.
› Birdlife migration monitoring by land-based radar.
› Specification of the observation network architecture.
› Test of the repercussions of a series of future Gulf of Lion wind farm installation scenarios on the energy
landscape of Scopoli's shearwaters, as a model species.

2020 achievements:

› Review of knowledge of birdlife in the Gulf of Lion and its interaction with floating wind energy projects
under development.
› Inventory of birdlife monitoring campaigns.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the maritime cluster Pôle Mer Méditerranée.

Total project budget: c450K

This project receives funding from French Agency for Ecological Transition (ADEME)
under the auspices of the call for sustainable energy research projects (2018-2019).
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I Prefiguration of an observatory of birdlife in the Gulf of Lion interacting with offshore floating wind farms

OWFSOMM

Environmental integration

Offshore wind farm surveys of marine megafauna:
standardisation of tools and methods for monitoring
at farm scales

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Duration: 36 months | Launched: 2020
Objectives:

› To provide an operational roadmap for conducting a robust inter-calibration of marine megafauna
aerial surveys at ORE farm scale using different technologies.
› To improve the efficiency of multiple sensors in detecting, identifying and characterising marine
megafauna by using an AI tool.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development of an inter-calibration methodology between digital and human-based aerial surveys.
› Development of AI solutions coupling multimodal data (radar, acoustic) to enhance the identification
and estimation of targets (birds, marine mammals).
› Drafting of technical recommendations for marine megafauna monitoring in relation to ORE projects
to ensure inter-operability of datasets.
› Implementation of a cost-effectiveness analysis of sampling strategies using different acquisition
methods.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in September and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by CEFE, IRISA (Université de Bretagne Sud) and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,447K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Brittany.
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I Monitoring marine megafauna
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SEMMACAPE

Environmental integration

Monitoring and study of marine megafauna in wind farms
by automatic characterisation
Duration: 36 months | Launched: 2019

Technologies |

Stage in the value chain |

Objective:

› To demonstrate the ability of aerial photography processing and analysis software to automatically
inventory marine megafauna.

Scientific and technical content:

› Implementation of an aerial megafauna observation campaign (standard visual method and VHR digital
photography system), integrating the seasonal variability of species and environmental conditions.
› Development and qualification of 2 types of automatic aerial photography processing algorithms
for animal identification and classification:
•D
 etection by deep neural (end-to-end) network, moving directly from the global image to bounding
boxes;
• Detection of anomalies by unsupervised deep learning.
› Assessment of the performance of each detection method tested based on indicators classed by species
or group of species, as well as according to environmental conditions.

2020 achievements:

› Review of existing object detection methods by supervised deep learning to identify the most promising
methods for the project and their prerequisites.
› Review of existing object detection methods by unsupervised deep learning.
› Inventory of scientific work on the analysis of marine megafauna using aerial imagery.
› Training of several models based on a YOLOv4 architecture with different versions of the dataset.

Dissemination:

› Presentations:
• WIPSEA (2020) SEMMACAPE project presentation. RespectOcean webinar: Concilier préservation
de l’environnement et usages de la mer dans les projets d’énergie marine renouvelable, 10/03/2020.
• IRISA (2020) SEMMACAPE Project. Workshop ImaginEcology, 16/11/2020 - 17/11/2020.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

THis project is coordinated by IRISA (Université de Bretagne Sud).

Total project budget: c600K

This project receives funding from French Agency for Ecological Transition (ADEME)
under the auspices of the call for sustainable energy research projects (2018-2019).
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I Monitoring marine megafauna by aerial observation

SPECIES

Environmental integration

Subsea power cable interactions with environment
and associated surveys
Duration: 44 months | Launched: 2017 | Completed: 2020

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To enhance knowledge of the potential impacts of ORE electric power cables on coastal ecosystems.

Scientific and technical content:

› In situ characterisation of changes in electric and magnetic field and temperature.
› Characterisation of the impact of power cables on benthos.
› Drafting of recommendations for future impact assessments.

Dissemination:
› Publications:
• Taormina, et al. (2021) Caractérisation des impacts potentiels des câbles électriques sous-marins
associés aux projets d’énergies marines renouvelables. Plouzané: France Energies Marines Editions,
74 p.
•T
 aormina, et al. (2020) Optimizing image-based protocol to monitor macroepibenthic communities
colonizing artificial structures. ICES Journal of Marine Science, Vol. 77, pp. 835-845
•T
 aormina, et al. (2020) Impact of magnetic fields generated by AC / DC submarine power cables
on the behavior of juvenile European lobster (Homarus gammarus). Aquatic Toxicology, Vol. 220, 105401
•T
 aormina, et al. (2020) Succession in epibenthic communities on artificial reefs associated with marine
renewable energy facilities within a tide-swept environment. ICES Journal of Marine Science, Vol. 77, pp.
2656–2668
• Taormina, et al. (2020) Renewable energy homes for marine life: Habitat potential of a tidal energy
project for benthic megafauna. Marine Environmental Research, Vol. 161, 105131
›E
 vent:
• Preparation of a project results presentation webinar in 2021

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by Ifremer and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,025K

This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the regions of Brittany and Normandy.
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I In situ monitoring of the grid connection cable for the Paimpol-Bréhat test site

WINDSERV

Environmental integration

Towards a multi-model approach to indicators of ecosystem services

Duration: 24 months | Launched: 2020

Technology |

Stage in the value chain |

Objectives:

› To develop a multi-model approach to predict offshore wind farm impacts on ecosystems
and the resulting services.
› To guide a win-win strategy between offshore wind farm developments and biodiversity conservation
strategies.

Scientific and technical content:

› Development of an End-to-End model consisting of a trophic and spatial model forced by ecological niche
models outputs and a biogeochemical model for the areas of future wind farms in the Eastern English
Channel and the Gulf of Lion and their related ecosystem indicators.
› Development of novel ecosystem service indicators specific to offshore wind energy, building on ecosystem
model outputs.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in May and initiation of various scheduled activities.
› Beginning of work to develop a multi-model approach to predict wind farm impacts.
› First development phase for an End-to-End model with associated biological indicators to forecast
ecosystem functioning based on various scenarios.
› Development of a trophic model for the Channel.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the Université du Littoral Côte d’Opale and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c1,076K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Regions of Normandy and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur.
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I Offshore wind farm

R&D SERVICES

Our service offering aims to support consultancy
firms,
farm
developers
and
Government
departments, in addition to impact studies, in
order to qualify the effects of ORE projects on the
ecosystem:
• Building 0 to 2-dimensional models
of an ecosystem's trophic functioning
(Ecopath, Ecosim, Ecospace) or static models
(linear inverse modelling).
• Scenario testing (climate change, fisheries,
marine protected areas…).

Resources
Team
Complementary skills: benthic ecology, marine
megafauna, birdlife and ecosystem modelling.
Documentation
Araignous E. et al. (2019) Recommandations
pour une approche écosystémique
des aires d’implantation d’énergies marines
renouvelables. Cas d’étude du parc éolien
offshore de Courseulles-sur-mer. Plouzané:
France Energies Marines Editions, 60 p.

• Description of ecosystem evolution in the different
scenarios through application of environmental
health indicators.

I Integrated ecosystem approach
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Environmental integration

Ecosystem approach to the impact of offshore wind farms

Marine life monitoring
We also provide support for the environmental
monitoring of ORE projects throughout their
different operational phases:
• Biofouling:
Development and implementation of protocols
for monitoring biofouling on ORE floats,
moorings and turbines, determination
of biofouling composition, study of the influence
of environmental variables on biofouling
development.
• Other interaction:
› Ambient noise:
Development of protocols to study interactions
between marine ecosystems and ORE farms.

› Electromagnetic fields:

Development of methodologies and protocols
to assess the effects of electromagnetic fields
on marine ecosystems, recommendations
for conducting medium and long-term
monitoring.

Resources
Team
Complementary, cross-cutting skills: marine
mammals and ichthyofauna, benthic ecology,
biofouling, offshore operations
Instrumentation
• Video system with antifouling protection
that can be deployed down to – 200 m
• Multi-channel underwater acoustic recorder
equipped with four hydrophones, suitable
for use on a structure placed on the bottom
or in drifting conditions on a buoy
• Fixed electromagnetic field measuring
station deployable down to – 50 m
and with an autonomy of several days
• Multi-parameter probes (NKE, HOBO)
• Mounts for deploying different materials
for in situ biofouling monitoring
Database
Biofouling along the French coasts: protocols
and measured data.

I Monitoring marine life
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Documentation
Quillien N. et al. (2018) Bibliographical Atlas
of Biofouling Along the French Coasts in the
Context of Offshore Renewable Energy. Plouzané:
France Energies Marines Editions, 76 p.
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06
FARM
OPTIMISATION
This programme focuses on a number of key challenges: overall improvement of
farm performance, developing design standards and grid integration. It covers all
ORE applications via a cross-cutting approach and is closely linked to the Institute’s
three other R&D programmes. The aim is to develop tools and methods for players
in the sector to optimise the overall costs of a commercial farm, in compliance with
the most relevant technical and economic criteria.

On ORE farm should be considered to be
a system, and not simply an aggregation
of turbines. Its design requires a multidisciplinary scientific approach geared
towards building a global architecture
that will offer the best cost and availability compromise while complying with predefined constraints. The implementation
of new software or of modules interfaced
with pre-existing numerical tools will lead
to a suite applicable to all technologies.
Electricity grid design is another challenge for ORE integration in the energy mix. This more specifically concerns
innovations relating to substations, in-

ter-array grid topology optimisation and
cable stability on the seabed. Transmission alternatives for the power produced
also enter into the equation. The objective here still remains the same: to put
forward optimisation solutions at farm
scale in order to achieve a technical and
economic optimum.
Issues related to offshore operations are
another important aspect to be taken into
consideration in optimisation. Whether it
be for array installation, maintenance or
decommissioning, the associated costs
are high and must be rationalised as far
as possible.

2020 key figures:
3 collaborative projects
€9,370K cumulative budget

© Iosonsky Adobe Stock

27 different partners
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3 QUESTIONS for...

Emma Araignous

Modelling Tools and Ecosystem Approach Research Engineer
France Energies Marines
What is your role in the DTOCEANPLUS project
which aims to develop a software suite
for the design and optimisation of wave
and tidal farms?
My role is to develop the module on the assessment
of environmental impacts and social acceptance of
farms. For this, I coded new equations in Python language in order to meet the tool’s objective. I was also
in charge of a more IT-oriented aspect: the development of the module programming interface. In parallel, I documented my work by contributing to the
drafting of the deliverables expected by the European
Union, which funds the project.

What proved to be the main difficulty
and how did you overcome it?
One of the partners left at the beginning of the project,
expanding the workload for each of the developers
in the consortium. For the module I was in charge
of, I therefore had to take on the IT part without any
extension to the initially scheduled deadline. It was
a tall order, but we managed! This was possible
through considerable personal investment and

a willingness to engage in self-learning. I would
also like to highlight the excellent collaborative
mindset within the project, both at France Energies
Marines, and with the 15 other partners. There is a
great amount of solidarity between us, and that is
extremely important.

What is your greatest satisfaction in the work
conducted through DTOCEANPLUS?
I’m quite proud of the outputs produced! The
project’s industrial partners tested the module that
we developed and their feedback is very positive, in
particular in relation to the consideration given to
the life cycle assessment of farms. Through my role
in this project, I was able to considerably expand my
skills and I now feel sufficiently confident to inject
this experience into other projects. I would again
like to emphasise the friendly atmosphere within
the consortium whose technical facilitator is kindly
and attentive. Despite the distance and the number
of countries involved, interaction was smooth and
friendly, and we worked efficiently and in a positive
atmosphere.
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DTOCEANPLUS

Farm optimisation

Advanced design tools for ocean energy systems

Duration: 40 months | Launched: 2018

Technologies |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To develop the second generation of an open source software suite for the design and optimisation
of wave and tidal farms.

Scientific and technical content:

› Identification of end user needs.
› Development of numerical tools for structured innovation, stage-gating, deployment and evaluation
of wave and tidal farms, from the subsystem to the whole farm.
› Integration of different tools and testing with real scenarios in order to achieve Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) 6 by the end of the project.
› Market analysis for this software suite.

2020 achievements:

› Delivery of the alpha version of the different software modules. Every module is fully functional
but only individually. Continuation of the integration work of the whole suite and the data flow.
› Finalisation of scenario-building and associated datasets for the verification phase.
› Testing of each of the tools by the consortium’s scientific and industrial partners in order to check
that they meet the functional and technical requirements defined at the beginning of the project.
› Analysis of potential markets and the European supply chain for tidal and wave technologies.

Dissemination:
› Publications:
• Ruiz-Minguela, et al. (2020) Review of Systems Engineering (SE) Methods
and Their Application to Wave Energy Technology Development. Journal of Marine Science
and Engineering. Vol. 8, 823
• Y ang Y. & Sørensen J. D. (2020) Probabilistic Availability Analysis for Marine Energy Transfer Subsystem
Using Bayesian Network. Energies. Vol. 13, 5108
•V
 illate, et al. (2020) Design tools for offshore renewable energy. DYNA Ingeneria e Industria. Vol. 95, pp.
601-605
•E
 nergy Systems Catapult, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Structured Innovation Design
Tool - DTOceanPlus Deliverable D3.2, 91 p.
•E
 nergy Systems Catapult, et al. (2020) Testing and verification results of Structured Innovation Design
Tool - beta version - DTOceanPlus Deliverable D3.3, 82 p.
•W
 ave Energy Scotland, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Stage gate Tool - DTOceanPlus
Deliverable D4.2, 136 p.
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• Wave Energy Scotland, et al. (2020) Testing and verification results of Stage gate Tool
- beta version - DTOceanPlus Deliverable D4.3, 90 p.
• France Energies Marines, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Site Characterisation module
- DTOceanPlus Deliverable D5.2, 48 p.
• Aalborg University, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Energy Capture module
- DTOceanPlus Deliverable D5.3, 75 p.
• Tecnalia, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Energy Transformation module
- DTOceanPlus Deliverable D5.4, 78 p.
•F
 rance Energies Marines, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Station Keeping module
- DTOceanPlus Deliverable D5.6, 90 p.
•W
 avEC Offshore Renewables, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Logistics and Marine Operations module
- DTOceanPlus Deliverable D5.7, 153 p.
•A
 alborg University, et al. (2020) Alpha version of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability
and Survivability module - DTOceanPlus Deliverable D6.3, 66 p.
•F
 rance Energies Marines, et al.(2020) Alpha version of Environmental and Social Acceptance Tools
- DTOceanPlus Deliverable D6.5, 73 p.
• Tecnalia, et al. (2020) Scenarios Input Data - DTOceanPlus Deliverable D7.3, 84 p.
•U
 niversity of Edinburgh, et al.(2020) Potential Markets for Ocean Energy - DTOceanPlus
Deliverable D8.1, 121 p.
• Energia

de Portugal, et al. (2020) Analysis of the European Supply Chain - DTOceanPlus
Deliverable D8.2, 78 p.
› Presentations:
• Germain N. (2020) Farm-level design tools at France Energies Marines. France Energies
Marines S&T Tribune, 16/09/2020
• Araignous, et al. (2020) DTOceanPlus Environmental & Social Acceptance module: a tool
to optimize arrays with a reduced environmental impact and an increased social acceptance
of ocean energy. France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 16/09/2020
•G
 arcia-Teruel A. & Forehand D. (2020) Joint optimisation of geometry and mass distribution
of wave energy converters. RENEW, 12/10/2020 - 15/10/2020
• Ferri F. (2020) Power fluctuation analysis for WEC farms. RENEW, 12/10/2020 - 15/10/2020
• Kervella, et al. (2020) Site characterisation module of the open source DTOcean+ suite
for the design of ocean energy systems. Sea Tech Week, 12/10/2020 - 16/10/2020
•M
 arques M. I. & Ruiz-Minguela P. (2020) Project DTOceanPlus. EDP R&D New Session, 16/12/2020
› Events:
• Organisation of three webinars in the spring dedicated to the digital representation of standard data
formats, the structured innovation design tool and the stage-gate design tool for ocean energy.
• Organisation of a virtual workshop on 2nd December for the Ocean Energy Europe conference
with live demonstrations of several modules.
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Farm optimisation

DTOCEANPLUS (cont.)

Partners:

This project is coordinated by Tecnalia.

FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

Total project budget: c8,000K
This project receives funding from the Horizon 2020 European research and innovation programme.
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I DTOcean+, a software suite for designing wave and tidal farms

LISORE

Farm optimisation

Innovative and cost-effective offshore substations
for offshore renewable energy by 2025
Duration: 22 months | Launched: 2019 | Completed: 2020

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To identify technological bottlenecks and potential solutions which will enable the reduction of the total
cost of marine substations by 2025 for commercial floating wind farm projects.

Scientific and technical content:

› Technical feasibility study for floating or subsea substations adapted to OREs.
› Feasibility study of the system and the associated maintenance plan.
› Economic evaluation of their global ownership cost.
› Identification of technological bottlenecks relating to the materials and processes required for innovative
substations with a technology readiness level (TRL) below 5.

2020 achievements:

› Finalisation of floating and subsea substation design studies.
› Modelling of installation, operation, maintenance and decommissioning costs for the substations studied.
› Development of a methodology to predict the service life of equipment.
› Development of a tool to model the total cost of ownership of a substation.
› Preparation of a roadmap addressing key components to be developed and associated tests to be defined
to reduce the total cost of substations by 2025, with an estimation of development costs and identification
of non-technological bottlenecks.

Dissemination:

• Bourguet, S. (2020) Electrotechnical architecture of wind farm - Design based on CAPEX
and reliability KPIs. France Energies Marines S&T Tribune, 16/09/2020.
• Botrugno, D. (2020) A TSO approach to innovations and multi-purpose platforms.
FOWT, 07/09/2020 – 08/09/2020.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by RTE and France Energies Marines.
Total project budget: c476K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
It also receives public funding from the Region of Réunion.
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I Offshore electrical substation installed on piles as used in existing farms
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MOSISS

Farm optimisation

Monitoring strategies for innovative substations

Duration: 24 months | Launched: 2020

Technology |

Stages in the value chain |

Objective:

› To develop and demonstrate a comprehensive methodology for in-service electrical and structural
health monitoring (including mooring) of floating offshore substations with currently available solutions
and identify challenges for future technologies.

Scientific and technical content:

› Summary of feedback from past experience and definition of specific needs related to floating offshore
substations.
› Development of a maintenance optimisation approach: identification of the risks for offshore substations,
identification of degradation processes and development of simplified models, determination of system
reliability taking into account in-service electrical and structural health monitoring.
› Specification of in-service electrical and structural health monitoring: performance, redundancy.

2020 achievements:

› Project launch in December and initiation of various scheduled activities.

Partners:
FRANCE
ENERGIES
MARINES

This project is led by the University of Nantes and France Energies Marines.

Total project budget: c892K
This project receives funding from France Energies Marines and from its members and partners,
as well as French State funding managed by the French National Research Agency
under the Investments for the Future Programme.
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I Floating electrical offshore substation
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Farm optimisation

R&D SERVICES
Our service offering aims to support consultancy
firms and technology and farm developers in
the optimisation of commercial ORE farms. It
comprises:
•S
 oftware solutions and associated support

› Assistance and support for the definition

of technical specifications for farm optimisation
tools,

› Integrated custom development of DTOcean+

suite modules, e.g. Moorings and Foundations
module for floating wind farms,

› Technical support and training in the use
of DTOcean+ tools.

•D
 esign and analysis using
DTOcean+ tools:

› Foundation design (including mooring lines

and many types of anchors) for ocean energy
recovery systems at farm scale,

› Analysis of the environmental impacts and social
acceptance of tidal and wave farms.
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Resources
Team
Complementary, cross-cutting skills: physical
oceanography, structural calculation, mooring
engineering and offshore monitoring, biology,
geotechnics
Numerical tools
• DeepLines™ license
• Site Characterisation module, Moorings
and Foundations module and Environmental
and Social Acceptance module
of the DTOcean+ suite
• Calculation model for on-bottom cable stability
• Software development quality: Agile method,
Version Control (Git), continuous integration…
Database comprising data from tests
conducted in Ifremer’s wave and current test tank
in Boulogne-sur-Mer in May 2019
• Description of the fluid and hydrodynamic
forces on a cable section under different
environmental conditions, different bottom
and cable roughness conditions, and a variable
gap between the bottom and the cable
• Combined effects of waves and current

I Deploying a wave energy converter

© Cor Power
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07
CROSS-CUTTING
ACTIVITIES
In addition to its collaborative R&D projects, France Energies Marines is greatly
involved in various cross-cutting initiatives with a common goal of supporting ORE
development through research.
The Institute provides national support
to the sector by offering guidance
to regional authorities, contributing
to public debates, participating in
numerous expert panels and leading
and coordinating research, development
and innovation initiatives with other key
industry stakeholders. France Energies
Marines also coordinates panels of
experts on targeted themes. The Institute
is an active participant in numerous
international R&D networks that bring

together various types of stakeholders.
These networks aim to generate data and
tools to provide structured assistance to
the sector at every stage of the value
chain, as well as to share expertise and
knowledge acquired through R&D. As
a member of such networks, France
Energies Marines organises frequent
events to communicate with other players
in the sector, holds training sessions,
and participates in scientific outreach
activities.

2020 key figures
 9 organisations represented
1
on the COME3T steering committee
156 participants in the OceanSET webinar

© Jeremy-Bishop-StockSnap

More than 3,300 subscribers to the France
Energies Marines LinkedIn page
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How is France Energies Marines involved in this
programme? What is its role?

3 QUESTIONS for...

Henry Jeffrey

Head of the Policy and Innovation Group,
University of Edinburgh

As the former President of the Technology
Collaboration Programme on Ocean Energy Systems
established by the International Energy Agency (IEAOES), could you explain its objective?

France Energies Marines has been an active member
for 5 years, and has participated on behalf of the
French Agency for Ecological Transition (ADEME)
since 2019. Most programme members are national
Energy Ministries or Agencies, but sometimes
an organisation with a deeper understanding of a
particular subject—in this case, the ORE sector—
is appointed to participate on their behalf. France
Energies Marines plays an important role in the
programme, as it participates in defining the
strategy, deciding what type of initiatives to support,
and allocating budgets, etc. The Institute also plays
a key role in the implementation of studies in areas
such as environmental integration and the evaluation
of jobs the sector can offer.
If you had to highlight one collaborative activity led
by France Energies Marines, which would it be?
The evaluation of job opportunities, which examines,
at international level, the job outlook in the ocean
energy sector for the coming decades. This analysis
was developed on the basis of a study originally
carried out in France. France Energies Marines came
up with the idea of reproducing it internationally,
and played a very active role in carrying out this
strategic task for IEA-OES. Besides this initiative, I
have been working with the Institute for several years
on a number of strategic European projects such as
DTOCEANPLUS and OCEANSET, and I have always
found France Energies Marines to be extremely
professional, and a good partner.

The main objective of this programme is to
bring governments together, share information
internationally, and stimulate ORE-sector activity.
Through the programme, we are able to share
learning and create strategic plans for the sector
without duplicating our efforts. In this way, we hope
to accomplish more than if every nation were working
separately. Our strategic initiatives are focused on
issues such as energy costs, the number of jobs
available at international level, and environmental
impacts. Without this joint effort, individual nations
would find it very difficult to obtain this sort of data.
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7.1. National support for the sector’s development
Guidance for regional authorities

Participation in public debates

› Brittany:

› Normandy offshore wind:

Sector technical consultant for the Conférence
Régionale Mer Littoral (CRML); participation in
the annual scientific committee for the selection
of scholarships co-financed by the Region;
management of ORE-related activity under the
redesigned Regional Strategy for Research and
Innovation, including identification of core projects,
operational objectives and initiatives that will
contribute to the sector's European growth.

Educational workshops held for school groups;
public conference-debate held with scientists
providing information on offshore wind energy; report
drafted on the issues, results and future prospects
for research carried out by France Energies Marines
and its members and partners on the environmental
integration of offshore wind farms in the Channel;
presentation of this report at a round-table discussion
on ORE-sector research.

› Occitania:
Support for AD’OCC, the regional economic
development agency.

› Southern Brittany offshore wind:

› Pays de la Loire:
Sector technical consultant for the Assemblée
Régionale Mer Littoral (ARML).

Presentation of the report on the current R&D and
environmental situation; public guidance provided
through workshops on the need for improved knowledge in order to meet the environmental challenges
of the future.

© FEM

› Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region:
Sector technical consultant for the Assemblée Maritime pour la Croissance Régionale et l’Environnement (AMCRE).

I Conference-debate held with the University of Le Havre Normandie as part of public discussions on offshore wind energy in Normandy
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Participation in national panels of experts

Leadership and coordination of research,
development and innovation

›M
 irror groups created by certification
organisations:

IEC/TC114 to establish future international
standards, with particular involvement in the
resource characterisation working group; IECRE
to establish certification procedures; IEC/TC209
to examine the foundations and anchor systems of
floating wind turbines.

› Environmental expert panels:
ORE and biodiversity working group of the French
committee of the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN); biodiversity working
group of the French Renewable Energy Trade
Association (SER); consultation and monitoring body
(ICS) for the Groix and Belle-Île floating wind farm
project; Scientific Interest Group steering committee
for the Dieppe - Le Tréport offshore wind farm
project.

• Contribution to the strategy and implementation
of collective initiatives of the Campus Mondial de
la Mer and its community of players in marine
science and technology and maritime economy in
western Brittany.
• Initiatives in close collaboration with the maritime
clusters Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique and Pôle
Mer Méditerranée, including approval of most
R&D projects.
• Participation in the ORE and hydraulics programme
group of the French National Alliance for Energy
Research Coordination (ANCRE) by contributing to
the revision of a national public research road map
for the French Ministry for Higher Education and
Research.
• Regular contributor to the CNRS-certified Marine
Renewable Energies Research Group (GDR EMR)
through co-leadership of the potential impact
theme; participation in the meeting to summarise
the Group’s contributions between 2016 and 2020
and integration in its steering committee.

© Gigra Adobe Stock

• Working with industry through the Sector Strategy
Committees: assisting the New Energy Systems
Sector Strategy Committee by defining the number
of necessary test sites for offshore wind turbines;
co-leadership of the marine resources focus group
for the Sea Industry Sector Strategy Committee,
including drafting a roadmap and evaluating
submissions received by the 2020 call for innovative
projects.
• Strong involvement of the 8 IRTs and 7 ITEs in the
French Institutes of Technology (FIT) Association,
with participation in the Operational Committee,
involvement in the working group on training, and
contribution to shared communication initiatives
such as the website redesign and preparation of
press releases.

I Birdlife and offshore wind energy
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7.2. Coordination of expert panels
Ranking environmental issues - COME3T

France Energies Marines launched and coordinates
the COME3T project, acting as the interface between
the steering committee and the panel of experts. Made
up of representatives from industry, consultancy
firms, environmental groups, universities, regional
authorities and Government departments, the
steering committee ranks the questions by order of
priority. France Energies Marines then transmits the
questions to the panel of neutral scientific experts
who will examine them. The panel then categorises
the questions by type of environmental challenge
and drafts reports scientifically justifying this
categorisation for each question. These reports serve
as the starting point for richly illustrated educational
bulletins.
During the launch of COME3T’s second phase at the
end of the year, the steering committee presented
the experts with 2 questions:
• Is it possible to evaluate the relationship between
gains and losses for the marine ecosystem induced
by the reef effect created by wind farms and their
connection to the grid?
• How can the effects of an operational wind farm on
marine mammals be evaluated?
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Following the success of its initial phase, the
COME3T project was renewed in 2020. This initiative
brings together national ORE-sector stakeholders,
who address environmental questions to a panel
of neutral and independent experts. The questions
focus on the issues identified by the sector, on the
basis of public consultation about the integration of
new energy technologies in France. It is this strong
connection between the concerns of the various
stakeholders that makes this initiative unique.
I Marine monitoring of dolphin populations

Cumulative impact study - ECUME
Established by the French Environment Ministry in
May 2018, this panel of experts aims to facilitate the
assessment of ORE projects’ cumulative impacts for
Government departments and project owners. The
French National Institute for Industrial Environment
and Risks (INERIS) monitors its progress. France
Energies Marines is responsible for coordinating the
experts, and leads the working group in partnership
with the French Centre for the study and assessment
of risks, environment, mobility and planning (Cerema)
and the French Office for Biodiversity (OFB). In 2020,
pressure/biological receptor pairs were selected for
the cumulative impact studies to be carried out.

7.3. Participation in European networks
Support for implementation of the ocean
energy component of the European Strategic
Energy Technology Plan
- OCEANSET project

The European H2020 OCEANSET project was launched
in March 2019 to support this implementation. With
a 3-year lifespan and a budget of c1 million, it is
coordinated by the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland and is comprised of 9 partners, including
France Energies Marines. The project has three
key objectives: to facilitate and support technology
development; to promote knowledge sharing among
stakeholders in the ocean energy sector; and to
investigate mechanisms for pooled funding between
member States and Regions. OCEANSET’s annual
operational process of data collection and analysis,
monitoring and recommendations is summarised in
a report.

© OCEANSET project

The European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET
Plan) aims to improve new technology and reduce its
cost by coordinating national research initiatives and
contributing to project financing. Its operational rollout in the ocean energy sector is set for 2025 for tidal
energy and 2030 for wave energy.
I First annual report of the OCEANSET project

Common Environmental Assessment
Framework - CEAF
France Energies Marines pursued its action
as the French representative for the Common
Environmental Assessment Framework (CEAF),
working on marine environments and wind energy
in the Channel and North Sea alongside participants
from the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Belgium,
Scotland, England and France. Their objective is to
support the EU energy policy declaration by making
recommendations on implementing a common
framework for environmental assessment.

Three of the project's flagship actions were
implemented in 2020:
• Dissemination of a second survey to member
States and technology developers based on predefined indicators selected by project partners;
• Publication on 21st April of the first annual report,
presenting an overview and analysis of ocean
energy-sector progress;
• A webinar held on 7th May to present the results of
the first annual report;
•
A workshop held on 1st December during the
international OEE2020 conference to share the
preliminary results of the survey conducted during
the second year of monitoring.
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Effects of Wind Energy - WREN

7.4. International reach
The Technology Collaboration Programme on
Ocean Energy Systems established by the International Energy Agency (IEA-OES)
At an international level, the most visible France
Energies Marines initiative takes place within IEAOES. This initiative receives funding from French
Agency for Ecological Transition (ADEME). The
Institute plays a significant role in the operational
management of the Programme, and as of 1st January
2021 will assume its presidency for a period of 2 years.
Although international travel was not possible this
year, there were many opportunities to participate
remotely in international meetings and conferences.
France Energies Marines also leads a French
mirror group which improves the dissemination of
initiatives and makes it easier to share information
of international interest, thereby raising the profile of
the French sector and its successes.

OES Environmental

© OES Environmental

The Institute continued its participation in OES Environmental, an international collaborative programme involved in examining the environmental effects of ocean ernergy development. This
programme brings together 15 nations from all 5
continents. France Energies Marines staff members participate in the organisation's quarterly analyst meetings, most often held by videoconference.
These meetings are aimed at coordinating the programme and working on the revision of the State of
the Science report. The 2020 edition of this reference
document was drafted over the course of the year.

Working Together to Resolve Environmental

I 2020 OES Environmental State of the Science Report
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France Energies Marines joined the ranks of the
Ambassadors of WREN, an international collaborative
programme that focuses on the environmental effects
of onshore and offshore wind energy. Launched by
the international organisation IEA Wind in October
2012, WREN represents 12 European and North
American nations. The Institute acts as the French
representative among the other WREN Ambassadors,
communicating on national progress in wind energy
and biodiversity. In its role as an Ambassador, France
Energies Marines participates in drafting reports and
takes part in plenary sessions aimed at establishing
an inventory of scientific knowledge and techniques
in the field.

7.5. Dissemination and communication
Science & Technology Tribune
Originally scheduled to take place in late 2019, the 2020
edition of the Science & Technology Tribune was held
as a series of 4 webinars in autumn 2020. The event
was attended by 150 participants and 20 speakers
on 4 themes with strong R&D significance: seabed
dynamics, influence of biofouling, environmental
recommendations and farm optimisation. The Tribune
provides an excellent opportunity to promote the
results of the numerous collaborative R&D projects
led by France Energies Marines among ORE-sector
stakeholders.
4 webinars
3 webinars

Theme-focused workshops
In addition to the Tribune, the wrap-up of R&D
projects presents an opportunity to present
their findings. When these results are of interest
to the sector as a whole and if the consortium
approves, thematic public workshops are held to
ensure their communication to the widest possible
audience. This was the case for the ANODE project
(quantitative analysis of the metals released into
marine environments by the galvanic anodes of ORE
structures), whose results were presented on 28th
August during a webinar attended by 58 participants.
Following the webinar, a video of the event and the
presentation materials were made available on the
Institute’s website.

0 webinar

©Projet ANODE

2 webinars

165 registrants
I ANODE project results presentation workshop

1 webinar
I Number of webinars attended by Tribune registrants

For the first time, event proceedings were published.
They feature an editorial by Andrea Copping, a
member of the Institute's Science and Technology
Committee, as well as short biographies of each
speaker and summaries of the presentations.
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Resource centre
In 2020, France Energies Marines launched the
development of a national ORE-sector resource
centre known as RESCORE. This centre will meet
the needs of the French sector for centralised access
to available resources and will work together with
similar French and international organisations,
facilitating
collaboration
between
various
stakeholders on development strategies.

© FEM

The resource centre will take the form of a web portal through which users can access information on
relevant ORE-sector resources such as data on site
characterisation, environments and technological
systems, as well as reports, methodologies, recommendations, bibliographies, impact studies and
material generated by France Energies Marines
R&D projects. These resources will facilitate decision-making for users at various stages of ORE project development, maintenance and dismantling by
optimising data and including sector-specific recommendations.

I Homepage of the resource centre web portal
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A monitoring and advisory committee was established to assist Institute staff throughout the project's
development. The committee consists of many key
French and international ORE-sector stakeholders
who have set up similar structures, including OFB,
France Energie Eolienne, RTE, SHOM, Ifremer, Cerema, Chile's Marine Energy Research & Innovation
Center, and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in the U.S. The portal will be launched in winter
2021 and was presented at the MerIGéo conference
in November.

Training programmes
The Institute offers ORE training programmes on
a wide range of topics: metocean, environmental
integration, marine environment design, inservice monitoring and array architecture. In 2020,
most of the training courses delivered by France
Energies Marines took place at higher education
establishments. Lecturers were selected from our

Technical executive
in marine environment
engineering training

multidisciplinary team according to their expertise
and experience in the topics covered. The course
materials provided for these training sessions are
richly illustrated with diagrams and videos, and are
based on the results of R&D projects carried out over
the past 10 years.

DUT technical diploma
in Industrial Engineering
and Maintenance
Masters in Marine
and Coastal Science
- Environmental Management speciality

Final year
of Naval Officer training

Final year of the Hydrography
& Oceanography programme

Masters in Marine Science
- Ocean and Climate Physics
specialty
Electrical energy production
for in-stream tidal and offshore
wind turbine and network integration
- Export cable issues
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General public
France Energies Marines is strongly committed
to serving the general public by enabling greater
understanding of OREs and thereby increasing

Date
January

their acceptance. The many media communication
initiatives carried out in 2020 are summarised in the
following table.

Subject

Press coverage

INSTITUTE
A new graphic identity for France Energies Marines

1 article

February INSTITUTE
3rd Science & Technology Tribune

2 articles

February SECTOR
Participation in the public debate on the Normandy
wind array

1 article

February COME3T
An original and effective way to rank ORE
environmental issues

1 article

March

SPECIES
Results of experiments on the sensitivity
of the European lobster to electrical cable
magnetic fields

8 articles

May

OCEANSET
Publication of the first OCEANSET project annual
report: an overview and analysis of ocean
energy-sector progress

8 articles

May

DTOCEANPLUS
Alpha versions of design tools ready for verification

4 articles

June

INSTITUTE
Government support renewed until 2024
with a budget of c11.8 million

5 articles

June

INSTITUTE
A new President for France Energies Marines SAS

5 articles
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France Energies Marines launched a completely new
website design in order to keep up-to-date with current
browsing habits, while continuing to provide relevant
and high-quality content. The Institute has continued
to be very active on social media, where the promotion
of its staff, members, partners and initiatives leads to
interactive discussion and a strong relationship with
its subscribers. The following statistics illustrate the
popularity of France Energies Marines’ 2020 posts and
publications:
• Twitter: a 78% increase in the number of subscribers
(more than 600 by year end), a monthly average of 19
posts clocking up 18,500 views,

On 27th November 2020, despite complications due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, France Energies Marines
took part in European Researchers’ Night, an event
aimed at raising public awareness about science.
This year's virtual event was on the theme of “Little
Nocturnal Secrets” and attracted many participants.
The Institute participated in a radio programme
entitled “Live Testimonials” which aimed to shed new
light on the subject of the underwater noise produced
by ORE systems. The idea was simple: to compare
the noise produced by a wind turbine to that of ships,
dolphins, fish, benthic communities or rain falling on
the ocean surface.

• LinkedIn: a 160% increase in the number of
subscribers (more than 3,300 by year end), a monthly
average of 20 posts and 19,900 views,
• YouTube channel: 51 videos posted in 2020,
garnering more than 4,500 views.

© Baptiste Prat

France Energies Marines played an active role in the
summer school on marine science and technology
for journalists held on 25th and 26th August 2020
by ISblue, the Interdisciplinary Graduate School
for the blue planet. The Institute organised a
themed conference on ORE-sector challenges and
development opportunities in France and abroad, as
well as an interactive workshop on the contributions
of collaborative R&D to the ORE sector. By educating
journalists about ORE issues, the Institute participates
in improving the quality of media coverage on the
subject.

IP
 oster for the 2020 European Researchers’ Night.
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08
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Two organisations co-exist in the 2020 financial report: the Association created
at the inception of France Energies Marines, and the joint-stock company (SAS)
responsible for the Institute’s activities since 1st January 2019. Following the granting
of ITE status to the Institute in the form of a joint-stock company, the Association
will no longer initiate projects and all personnel will gradually be transferred to the
joint-stock company.

France Energies Marines Association

© Free Photo Pixabay

The Association showed a high level of
activity in 2020, as it continued to manage
all of the projects it had initiated. Seven
projects were completed in 2020, while
eight are still in progress and will be
completed in 2021 and 2022. This activity
represents approximately c2.5M. Until
now, the Association’s revenue mainly
came from membership dues and went
to fund 50% of collaborative projects
under calls for proposals. Membership
dues contributed to the launch of these

projects. Although the Association did not
approve the launch of any new projects
in 2020, the General Meeting decided to
maintain dues at half the 2019 rate. The
remainder of the funding consists of
the balance of project grants and a few
contributions from project partners. The
Association made a loss for the second
year running; this is due to the decision
to transfer all new project activity and
funding to the joint-stock company.
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FY 2020
Operating expenses
Operating expenditure, excluding RDI subcontracting

c1,875,119

RDI subcontracting

c478,641

Depreciation and provisions

c114,041

Total

c2,467,801

Operating income
Income from provided services

c1,648

Funding by FEM private sector members

c105,077

French public funding excluding State funding (local authorities)

c26,009

Community funding (Europe)

c572,847

French State funding excluding PIA

c10,800

PIA funding

c786,071

Total operating income

c1,684,756

Operating result

-- 783,045

I Operating result for the Association

Year-end
cumulative total
Balance sheet • Assets
Fixed assets
Intangible assets

c9,952

Tangible assets

c236,259

Long-term investments

c50

Total

c246,261

Current assets
Advances and deposits paid on orders

c1,014

Receivables

c5,027,151

Liquid assets

c846,291

Prepaid expenses

c14,035

Total

c5,888,491

Grand total

c6,134,752

Balance sheet • Liabilities
Equity

c1,203,944

Loans and debts

c4,930,809

Grand total

c6,134,752

I Association balance sheet
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France Energies Marines joint-stock company
The projects approved in 2019 started in the first half
of 2020, while the six new projects approved at the
beginning of July by the Board of Directors officially
started in the fourth quarter. Many recruitments
were made in 2020. The employees transferred to
the joint-stock company continued to work on the
Association’s projects, in the form of secondment.
The joint-stock company’s project activity remained
limited due to the low number of projects under its
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direct remit. Meanwhile, project set-up and sector
support activities continued at a high level. As
revenues are recorded on the basis of the activity’s
progress, the balance sheet is negative. In 2021, the
rise in the joint-stock company's own production
seen in the second half of 2020 is set to intensify,
with new projects, in particular European projects,
and services in the process of starting up from the
beginning of the year.

FY 2020
Operating expenses
Operating expenditure, excluding RDI subcontracting

c1,665,000

RDI subcontracting

c92,000

Depreciation and provisions

c8,000

Total

c1,765,000

Operating income
Income from provided services

c70,000

Funding by FEM private sector members

c138,000

French public funding excluding State funding (local authorities)

c37,000

French State funding excluding PIA

c55,000

PIA funding

c185,000

Total

c498,000

Operating result

c-1267,000

I Operating result for the joint-stock company

Year-end
cumulative total
Balance sheet • Assets
Fixed assets
Intangible assets

c15,023

Tangible assets

c85,352

Long-term investments

c200,040

Total

c300,415

Current assets
Inventory and WIP

c157,873

Receivables

c3,629,284

Liquid assets

c1,120,024

Prepaid expenses

c5,558

Total

c4,912,739

Grand total

c5,213,154

Balance sheet • Liabilities
Equity

c-1,914

Loans and debts

c5,215,068

Grand total

c5,213,154

I Joint-stock company balance sheet
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OUTLOOK
The Institute is on track to pursue its growth and reach its target of a cumulative
annual budget of 6.5 million euros in 2021. Consequently, many recruitments have
already been planned. The organisation is thus expected to reach a total of 60
employees within 12 months, including a dozen people based at our Mediterranean
office.
Several collaborative projects that are
eligible to benefit from the Investments
for the Future Programme are currently
undergoing the Institute’s selection
process. The topics covered are:
• Wind and atmospheric turbulence
observations for floating wind farms
in the Mediterranean,
• Modelling of underwater dunes
at different scales,
• In-service monitoring of floating wind
turbines with digital twins,
• Environmental risk assessment
of galvanic anode and impressed
current cathodic protection systems,
• Strategies for monitoring interactions
between fish and offshore wind farms,
• Shared anchors for floating wind
farms,
• Hydrogen production from ORE
systems,

© Free Stock Photos

• Operation and maintenance strategies
for floating wind farms.

Several European projects are under
preparation, in particular under the new
Horizon Europe programme. 2021 will
see the launch of the Interreg project
FISH INTEL, which aims to set up a
passive acoustic telemetry network in the
Channel to track various marine species,
and which maritime stakeholders will be
able to draw upon for their environmental
monitoring. As part of a consortium
of 12 partners, the role of France
Energies Marines will be to extend the
telemetry network to the ORE sector to
boost interaction between the various
stakeholders.
The Institute also continues to develop a
range of services, in particular to support
the sector prior to the preparation of
commercial tenders for future offshore
wind farms. Its assets mainly lie in its
team’s recognised skills and expertise
and its presence on the three coastlines
of mainland France. By forging strategic
partnerships, we are able to offer
complementary services tailored to the
sector’s needs. The Institute’s goal for
2021 is to achieve over c500K of order
placements.
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